INTRODUCING DENS-GLASS.

NO WARPING, NO SAGGING, NO DELAMINATING, NO PROBLEMS. GUARANTEED.

Ordinary paper-faced gypsum sheathing just can’t handle bad weather. The paper peels away, and the panels sag or warp. It’s not pretty, and neither is the bill for replacing it. Because when your materials fall down on the job, it can cost plenty in replacement time, labor and dollars.

That’s why Georgia-Pacific developed new Dens-Glass® gypsum sheathing, a unique panel with fiberglass faces front and back on a water resistant core. This design makes Dens-Glass the only gypsum sheathing panel offering a six-month limited warranty against the damaging effects of weather—no sagging, no delaminating and no warping. And Dens-Glass shrugs off more than rain, ice, wind and humidity. In independent tests, Dens-Glass protected framing from fire damage far longer than paper-faced panels, with zero flame spread and zero smoke developed.

Superior dimensional stability and resiliency make Dens-Glass the smart choice for a variety of exterior applications—sheathing, soffits and exterior ceilings. For exterior insulation facing systems, insulation can be applied directly to Dens-Glass without mechanical fasteners. And Dens-Glass sheathing is just one of the innovative products from the Dens-Glass family. There are also Dens-Glass products for commercial roof decks and tile base applications in high moisture areas.

New weather-resistant Dens-Glass. One of the many commercial building products available through over 140 Georgia-Pacific Distribution Centers and Sales Offices nationwide.

For complete Dens-Glass exposure test results, product information, warranty, samples and the location of the Distribution Center nearest you, call 1-800-225-6119—in Georgia, call 1-404-521-5716. Or write: Georgia-Pacific, 153 Peachtree St., N.E., Atlanta, GA 30303.

Check Sweets for other G-P building products: 9985: Prefinished Panels; 9250: Gypsum Wallboard; 7460: Siding; 7310: Shingles.

Georgia-Pacific

AMERICA BUILDS ON OUR NAME.

Circle 2 on Inquiry Card for literature
Circle 4 on Inquiry Card to speak with a sales representative
Having seen the article on the Ismaili Jamatkhana and Center in Vancouver [ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, August 1986, pages 90-95], I request that you be kind enough to convey my congratulations to Douglas Brenner for the outstanding way in which he has translated the sense of what the Ismaili Jamatkhana and Center in Vancouver means to me and my family.

I and I were seeking to achieve architecturally into language which is simple and clear and yet contains all the meaning to which we were aspiring.

Ago Khan
Gouvis, France

Michael Sorkin must stop sugar-coating his observations about Philip Johnson's work [RECORD, September 1986, page 78 et seq.]. I found the whole exercise as delicious as a box of individually wrapped bon-bons.

My understanding is that Sorkin's article is a study of the work of Philip Johnson and that his comments are based on his personal experience of working closely with Johnson. We are reading about here is eclectic summation up, moving and to shows that comes along every fifty years or so for about a decade while something real and lasting is invented by the next Miss, Wright or Corbu.

Philip Johnson's work is just style in the form of an intellectual breath. It happens all the time. Sorkin's hero, Frank Lloyd Wright, once labeled the Renaissance as "the sunset all Europe mistook for the dawn." We can all learn something by reading the history books. You just have to dog-ear the right pages. I hope that this book will have a shelf life.

Garth Sherriff, AIA
Sherriff + Associates
Los Angeles

Thank you.

Steve Badanes
Jersey Devil Job Site
McLean, Virginia

As one who 15 years ago urged RECORD's use of the 16-section Uniform Construction Index format in its annual issue on architectural products, I read with a sting of conscience your reference to the UCI in the December 1986 editorial. A few years ago the Joint Advisory Council, which was composed of the AIA, CSI, and industry groups and which owned the copyright for the UCI, determined that the index "had fulfilled an historic role in original construction and information"—and listed Sweet's as one of the organizations to be referenced hereafter.

In response to this challenge, Sweet's has completely revised its classification system for its 1987 edition. The classification system was developed further to provide a comprehensive filing system for the different types of construction documents and has been named Sweet's Data Filing System.

With the publication of the Data Filing Format, and of the Desk-Top Index that will be issued with the 1987 Sweet's General Building File, Sweet's should be recognized as the industry resource for the organization of documents (as distinguished from the organization of specifications).

Finally, Product Reports 1987 is an excellent issue. Anna M. Holtan, FAIA, CSI Manager—Editorial
Sweet's Division
McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company

Your October 1986 issue should be entitled "The Good, the Bad and the Ugly." The Good: the several infill projects were fine works, responsive to their sites and well done. [Building Types Study, pages 98-105] The Bad: the Leo Burnett building in Chicago by Kevin Roche John Dinkeloo and Associates [Design News, page 59]. These other fine architects have apparently run out of ideas and hastily cribbed from various pages of whatever magazine happened to be nearby. Now for the Ugly: as most of your readers could guess, it is the Riverbend Music Center by Michael Graves [pages 124-133]. It should, however, mellow with age as it slowly rusts away. Then if vines grow all over it, it may not look all that bad.

Sy Richards, AIA
Atlanta

In this time of unending repetitions of infantile grandeur, I want to thank you for the publication of the reconstructed Mies van der Rohe 1929 pavilion in Barcelona [ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, August 1986, pages 90-61]. You should publish the pictures as posters. Every month I look at your magazine and think, "They got to be kidding," with the steady fare of Postmodernism you serve.

Ludwig Spesel, AIA
Lakeland, Florida

Correction
The photograph of the Luna pendant lamp, manufactured by the Boyd Lighting Company, was printed upside-down on page 207 of RECORD's December 1986 issue.

February 17 through March 29
Flat Roofs and Pointed Arches
John Gaw Meem and the Architecture of Tradition, an exhibit of the work of the late New Mexico architect; at University Art Museum, The University of New Mexico, Albuquerque
March 11-19
"Research Laboratories: Planning and Designing Functional Facilities," sponsored by the University of Miami; at the University of Miami Conference Center, James L. Knight International Center, Miami. For information: Dr. Marcy Ullom, architect, continuing at the Allen Hall, University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida 33124 (305/348-4000).

March 12

March 16 through August
March 19-21
A conference on design excellence sponsored by the AIA Architecture for Health Committee; in San Diego, Calif. For information: Mike Cohn, American Institute of Architects, 1735 New York Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006 (202/336-7366).

March 23 through May 24
Edward Larrabee Barnes: Museums Designs, an exhibit including both built and unbuilt architectural designs; at the Katonah Gallery, Katonah, N. Y.

March 25-27
"Structures: Style and Substance," the Westweek 1987 design conference; at the Pacific Design Center, West Hollywood, Calif. For information: James Goodwin, Director, Marketing.
March 28-30
Communications, Pacific Design Center, 8867 Melrose Ave., West Hollywood, Calif. 90069 (213/677-0880).
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Designing the livable winter city

Over 600 million people in over 30 countries around the world live in towns and cities near or above the 45-degree latitude where the average January temperature is 32 degrees Fahrenheit or colder. Architects and planners, understandably, more often than not prefer to think about and be inspired by the arcaded cities and towns of southern Europeans or desert peoples—giving little thought to improving the environment of bone-chilled citizens in the urban centers of the frozen north. The latter dream of escape to warmer climes, but for most of them winter is an unavoidable fact of daily life. Only recently has this reality begun to emerge in urban design strategies.

It is a curious fact that although the northern United States has many more cities and towns in the snow belt than Canada, the Canadians have paid more attention to the challenge of making them good places to be. Last winter the AIA sent a Regional/Urban Design Assistance Team (R/UDAT) as far north as Edmonton, Alberta, to join a team from the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada (RAIC) to begin to develop a knowledge base related to the planning and design of more livable winter cities, and to assist Edmonton, in particular, with specific local problems and issues. Chaired by Boston architect Charles Redmon, this joint effort coincided with and was linked to Edmonton’s Winter Cities Forum 1986, which in turn was a prelude to the forthcoming Third Winter Cities Conference of Northern Mayors to be held in Edmonton in February 1988. (The two prior mayors’ conferences were held in Sapporo, Japan, in 1982 and Shenyang, China, in 1985.)

In the words of the team’s report, Livable Winter Cities: “The winter city will not be created by a focus on space-age bubbles, heated sidewalks, malls that suck the life of the city into their corridors, or right-to-sun ordinances. It will require changes that are, at once, more profound, and considerably more modest. The hardest shift will be attitudinal: to constantly see the city in its winter state, to ask each time a decision is made how things will fare during the months of cold and darkness. If such questions are taken seriously, new designs will emerge, new standards will need to be adopted, and new patterns of collaboration will have to be forged. Many of these have already begun to evolve in cities like Edmonton; the barrier is the persistence of a summer state of mind. Winter cities need to be creative about winter, not simply tolerant.”

The report reminds us that there are ways to soften the urban winter experience. Focusing upon downtown areas as being of the most pressing concern, the R/UDAT-RAIC planners call for public art, outdoor facilities for winter recreation, improved lighting, and heated rest areas. “Warmth,” the drafters of the report have written, “is a class and social issue. The city must be designed to accommodate those who cannot afford to enjoy commercial environments as well as those who can . . . . In warm-weather cities, the homeless and indigent are present, but they are able to move about on foot rather easily. If people have to sleep outside, it is not life threatening.” In behalf of the snow belt urban poor, the report urges that downtown spaces be designed to be inclusive, reflecting “concern for all the users of the downtown, not just the financially able.”

Among the key points made by the report: Northern cities have both green and white worlds, and the white is as critical as the green; cities in the snow belt require more integrated environments than those in the sun belt do, their planning requiring innovative institutional arrangements which allow for the sharing of public and private funding and the arbitration of difficult issues of access and control; building materials, standards, methods of funding, and maintenance need to be reassessed with freezing temperatures in mind; and overall environmental concerns, not strictly compatible with those of warmer or more temperate climates, need continuing study.

A winter city, designed to make the most of a cold climate, would have its own indigenous building forms, densely compacted. There would be landscaped networks for cross-country skiing, outdoor skating ponds, urban parks with wind screens and warming huts, and skyway systems well integrated with the buildings they interconnect. And, as the R/UDAT-RAIC team report points out, such cities would be good places to live in all the year round. By bringing all this to the profession’s attention, Redmon and his colleagues have made an important beginning. May their challenging ideas not be allowed to melt away with the spring thaw.

Mildred F. Schmertz
three ways
to come out on top...

with quality Bilco Roof Scuttles

When your specifications call for performance proven Bilco roof scuttles in any size, standard or special, you call for the design, the workmanship and the ease of operation that are uniquely Bilco. Of heavy gauge material throughout, Bilco scuttles are insulated and gasketed for complete weathertightness. Their overall quality of construction combined with built-in compression spring mechanisms for smooth, easy operation assures your client's lasting satisfaction. Standard sizes shown in steel or aluminum are normally in stock for prompt shipment. Special scuttles can be fabricated in single or double leaf, in a wide range of sizes to meet your special needs.

**Type S**
for ladder access*

Every building needs at least one ladder access size Bilco roof scuttle. It provides easy, safe, economical access to the roof in all kinds of weather.
Size: 2'6" x 3'0"

**Type NB**
for ship stair

This size Bilco scuttle is ideal for installations where frequent use may be indicated. It permits easier movement of maintenance personnel, tools and equipment.
Size: 2'6" x 4'6"

**Type L**
for normal stair

The ultimate in roof access. This size Bilco scuttle allows a normal stairway. It takes the place of costly penthouse construction. Helps maintain a clean roof line.
Size: 2'6" x 8'0"

* Shown with the new Bilco LadderUP Safety Post. For safer, easier ladder use.

For complete information, details and specifications see Sweets General Building, Industrial Construction and Engineering Files, or send for a copy.
Engineers fight competitive bidding

While many building-design professionals have assumed that the issue of low-bid bids to obtain federal commissions is now moot due to the firm status of the Brooks Law which forbids this, there are, even now, exceptions. The American Consulting Engineers Council reports that many of its members are being asked to bid on new work by local procurement officers who are unaware they must select design firms on their qualifications and then negotiate a fee. Of course, this leaves the design professional awkwardly defending a hard-won status by passing up the possible commission or arguing with the officer he hopes to—or caving in and bidding.

To take the burden off its members in such cases, the ACEC steps in, contacts the procurement officers, and performs a function it sees as primarily educational. In one instance, an architectural and engineering firm was asked to submit a complete bid because, as the engineers' organization discovered, the procurement officer thought that the speed with which his project had to be completed justified the circumvention. After the ACEC stepped in, the job was awarded by due process—the firm which initially brought the situation to light.

In another case, the Kentucky office of the IRS followed the Brooks procedure up to the point of qualifying four firms—and then asked them to bid. According to ACEC special counsel for procurement services, Mark Cassio, the procurement officer was grateful for having her error pointed out, acknowledged that she was unfamiliar with the proper course of action, and went on to negotiate a fee with the firm with the highest qualification ranking.

It's time for the National Computer Graphics conference

The annual conference of National Computer Graphics, which seeks to further the development and use of computer graphics, is scheduled for March 22 through 26 in Philadelphia. Not all the tutorials and technical sessions are aimed at the design professional, but a total of 124 will be presented. For more information, write or phone the association at 2722 Merrilee Drive, Fairfax, Va. 22031 (703/698-9600).

Construction support to be slashed by HUD

In the spirit of federal austerity, HUD proposes to reduce its request for new-budget authority by roughly one third to $10.2 billion. One area of cuts: HUD's and Army's Brooks Pierce estimates the Urban Development Action Grant program has spent $4.3 billion over the last nine years. "Budgetary concerns require sacrifice in this area," said Pierce.

He proposes to spend $3.9 billion to help fund 80,000 new housing units, in the fiscal year beginning October 1. But the money would go mostly for vouchers to assist the needy in finding new housing, with very little for new construction. In order to stretch the budget, HUD wants to move funding for 2,000 new housing units under the Section 202 program for the elderly and handicapped from the current year into 1988. It also wants to shift $463.9 million of already enacted modernization funds into the 1988 budget, seek a credit limit of $70 billion ($30 billion less than last year) for the Federal Housing Administration, and rescind $375 million of the $8 billion already appropriated for Community Development Block Grant.

In protest against the cuts, representatives of the mortgage-banking and savings industries, the Federal National Mortgage Association, homebuilders, and public-housing officials. Irking HUD proposals include raising FHA mortgage-insurance premiums from 3.8 percent to 5 percent; requiring up-front payment of closing costs on FHA loans; increasing the Government National Mortgage Association guarantee fee from 8 to 10 basis points; increasing the Veteran Administration guarantee fee from 1 percent to 2.5 percent, and requiring that house buyers with more than $40,000 annual income pay at least 5 percent down on FHA loans.

MBA executive vice president Warren Lasko called the proposals "taxes pure and simple." The National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials called the proposals "mayhem on an already mutilated body of housing programs."

Still, there is the possibility that some of the proposals were stuck into the budget as part of the annual austerity rites orchestrated by the Office of Management and Budget. Pierce himself seems to be less than enthralled with what's been presented in his name. Asked at a National Press Club lunch a few days after the budget release whether he supported the percentage increases, Pierce deadpanned, "What can I say? They're in the budget." Peter Hoffmann, World News, Washington, D. C.

Construction contracting reaches a record high amidst talk of a downturn

In November 1986, RECORD reported the predictions of the McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company that the peak of this construction cycle was April (Record, November 1986, pages 35 et seq). In that month, as subsequent statistics now show, contracting for future nonresidential building reached an annualized rate of $87.6 billion, topping the previous record set in April. Equally noteworthy, the advance was seen at the same time in all three of the major building types in this category—commercial, industrial, and institutional. And contracting for housing, which had been the bulwark of advances during much of the year, slipped 2 percent to an annualized rate of $118.6 billion due to a drop in single-family houses.

At the end of November 1986, total contracting for new construction amounted to $225.1 billion—a lead of 4 percent over the previous year's value. The South and North Central regions, with gains of 10 and 13 percent respectively, were the nation's strongest. The West held a 5 percent lead over the previous year, and the East showed a 2 percent decline.

"Strong and steady," said George A. Christie, vice president and chief economist of the National Mortgage Division of MHISCO, referring to the above figures. "October [when volume rose 7 percent] and November could be called average for the year." But, he cautioned "the pace probably won't last."

For what lies ahead in investment real estate, a conference late last year held by land-use consultant Real Estate Research Corporation and sponsored by the Equitable real estate department offers some insights. The good news, according to the consultants, is that investment in real estate will continue. Pension funds, looking to satisfy diversification requirements, will use their billions to buy buildings like stock. With regard to new construction, some markets, such as Washington, D. C. are just now being oversubscribed. And foolish developers, according to Prudential real-estate head George Peacock, will keep building as long as foolish banks will lend.

The budgets is that, outside of those areas that are not overbuilt, when the banks do stop lending, "there is going to be a lot of pain," Christie said. And bad news about new commercial construction. The investment that everyone agreed would continue would be in existing properties. All of which might lead design professionals to take an even harder look at remodeling and interiors than they have in the past. C. K. H.
Our growth is symbolized in the illustration. Right up front, the leading product line in the business, spearheaded by the GAFGLAS® BUR System.

Backing up that product, GAF has the best and brightest talent in the industry. A national network of dedicated professionals committed to responsible selling, distribution, and prompt, cooperative service that extends to our 1-800-TEC-ROOF "hotline."

And behind it all, a better-than-100 years tradition of innovation, experience, excellence, and performance; performance exemplified by today's GAFGLAS Ply-4; performance that has seen more than 500-million square feet installed without a single product-related failure; performance that has prompted us to offer, with total confidence, our Liberty Series of Guarantees, far and away the most progressive and comprehensive program in the industry.

With pride in our past, our present, and our people, we look forward confidently to a continuing picture of GAF and you building together for the future.

GAF Building Materials Corporation, a Subsidiary of GAF Corporation, 1361 Alps Road, Wayne, NJ 07470. (201) 628-3000.
Finance: Taking it on the chin: what tax reform means to the construction industry and you

By Jesse M. Abraham

In last month's business news, RECORD reported on the AIA's reaction to tax reform and the generally perceived view that the real-estate industry, including building designers, "took it on the chin." Here, specifically, is what observers had in mind. C. K. H.

The rules for real-estate investment have changed. It used to be possible to realize a good return from real estate with a modest down payment and risk. The government helped out by sharing losses in the early years of development and then taxed sales gains at a relatively modest rate. Not any more.

The new law represents an about-face in tax policy. Rather than giving special treatment for special interests, while raising tax rates to maintain revenue, reform cuts out many deductions and exemptions, thus permitting lower marginal (or top) tax rates. Both of these developments depress the return on real estate relative to other investments since real estate is an interest that had received special treatment. Thus, the construction and design of most building types will certainly be depressed.

At its worst, the next few years can be viewed as just another cyclical downturn in a market prone to wide swings. Expanding and contracting local economies, constantly changing concepts of land and buildings' highest and best use, and deterioration of existing structures will continue to create many opportunities for both renovation and new construction. But just as accelerated depreciation changed the arithmetic in 1981, the Tax Reform Act of 1986 is changing the arithmetic now.

Not all properties will be affected equally. The impact will be most severe on those currently dependent upon tax preference for profitability. For example, properties owned by pension funds, which are typically owned outright and produce profits without preference, will show little immediate impact on their returns. In contrast, the doctor who shelters his high income through losses generated by a real-estate limited partnership should scramble to avoid hefty increases in tax liability. The reforms affecting real estate are listed in the table overleaf and are discussed in more detail below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statutory rates are mostly lower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| The top rate will fall from 50 percent in 1986 to 38.5 percent in 1987 and 28 percent in 1988. Because of special provisions and the selection of the tax brackets, however, most upper-middle-income taxpayers (those in the $70,000 to $200,000 range) will face an effective tax rate of 33 percent, little changed from 1986 law. The impact: A lower tax bite on investment returns, like a rising tide, raises the value of all assets. Many new real-estate purchases, however, are made at such high prices that they generate losses in the early years which are used for sheltering income from other (now similar) sources. Lower tax rates, therefore, reduce the sheltering value of those losses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capital-gains rates are higher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| While the tax on ordinary income is generally lower, the tax on capital gains is higher in both its absolute level (the top rate goes from 20 percent to 28 percent) and its level relative to ordinary income (the 60%-to-80% rate of exclusion is lower) The impact: Both of these changes lower the demand for investment in buildings. The higher rate itself will reduce returns because the federal government will now take a larger bite of building appreciation, putting downward pressure on market prices. The higher relative rate reduces the attractiveness of assets that provide more of their return in gains on sale than in current income flows—such as real estate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depreciation is less generous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| New buildings or resale property put in service after January 1, 1987 will be depreciated for tax purposes over 31.5 years (21.5 years for residential property) instead of 19 years. With the switch to a straight-line from a 175-percent declining-balance method, the first year of depreciation is now worth only 3.2 cents on an investment dollar (1/31.5 = 0.032) rather than 9.2 cents (1.75/19 = 0.092). The impact: You still get the same amount of depreciation allowances, but it will take longer. This will reduce after-tax cash flow during property ownership and increase risk. The effect is to slow the turnover of existing properties and make financing of new construction more difficult.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tax shelters are eliminated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| The revised tax code defines a new class of investments. In the past, the code permitted real-estate losses to reduce taxable income from any source, including wages and portfolio investments. Now losses from so-called "passive" activities—the ownership of rental property or limited partnerships in which the investor has no real management role—can only be used to offset income from other passive activities. While current losses will be limited, those disallowed can be carried forward and used against subsequent income.

The impact: New partnerships must now offer a competitive return without the advantage of early write-offs. This increases the risk in real-estate projects, again reducing the incentive to build compared to investing in paper assets.

Other provisions will affect building activity more selectively: A less-generous rehabilitation tax credit will slow large renovation projects; tighter rules on the treatment of interest during construction will scale back fore-c- account construction (that done by the company which will occupy the building); and limitations on issuing gains is higher in both its relative level (the top rate goes from 20 percent to 28 percent) and its level relative to ordinary income (the 60%-to-80% rate of exclusion is lower) The impact: Both of these changes lower the demand for investment in buildings. The higher rate itself will reduce returns because the federal government will now take a larger bite of building appreciation, putting downward pressure on market prices. The higher relative rate reduces the attractiveness of assets that provide more of their return in gains on sale than in current income flows—such as real estate.

While the tax on ordinary income is generally lower, the tax on capital gains is higher in both its absolute level (the top rate goes from 20 percent to 28 percent) and its level relative to ordinary income (the 60%-to-80% rate of exclusion is lower) The impact: Both of these changes lower the demand for investment in buildings. The higher rate itself will reduce returns because the federal government will now take a larger bite of building appreciation, putting downward pressure on market prices. The higher relative rate reduces the attractiveness of assets that provide more of their return in gains on sale than in current income flows—such as real estate.

While the tax on ordinary income is generally lower, the tax on capital gains is higher in both its absolute level (the top rate goes from 20 percent to 28 percent) and its level relative to ordinary income (the 60%-to-80% rate of exclusion is lower) The impact: Both of these changes lower the demand for investment in buildings. The higher rate itself will reduce returns because the federal government will now take a larger bite of building appreciation, putting downward pressure on market prices. The higher relative rate reduces the attractiveness of assets that provide more of their return in gains on sale than in current income flows—such as real estate.

While the tax on ordinary income is generally lower, the tax on capital gains is higher in both its absolute level (the top rate goes from 20 percent to 28 percent) and its level relative to ordinary income (the 60%-to-80% rate of exclusion is lower) The impact: Both of these changes lower the demand for investment in buildings. The higher rate itself will reduce returns because the federal government will now take a larger bite of building appreciation, putting downward pressure on market prices. The higher relative rate reduces the attractiveness of assets that provide more of their return in gains on sale than in current income flows—such as real estate.
ADD SOMETHING SPECIAL TO YOUR HOMES.
ADD PEACHTREE INSULATED WINDOWS AND DOORS.

Peachtree products are special because they are more beautiful. And special because they match one another. You can mull Peachtree windows and doors together to form dramatic and distinctive units.

Throughout the year, we'll be showing the nation (tens of millions of potential customers) just how special Peachtree products are via full-page, full-color ads in these consumer magazines: Architectural Digest, Home, House and Garden, Southern Living, Sunset, Colonial Homes, Country Home, House Beautiful, and Country Living.

For more information on today's most beautiful, and most complete, line of insulated windows and doors, call our toll-free number.

PEACHTREE
WINDOWS & DOORS
A COMPANY OF THE INDAL GROUP
800-447-4700
IN ALASKA-800-447-0890

Circle 36 on inquiry card
Another group of losers in this reform are land owners. Just as corporations naturally attempt to pass their tax liabilities forward onto their customers (rather than have shareholders absorb the tax), developers of new structures will try to pass the higher burden from reform backward onto property owners. And they’ll be successful. For example, if you own a downtown building lot that is only useful for commercial construction, you are stuck with what people will give you. The squeeze on investor returns described above will lower all bids for undeveloped land.

The more susceptible buildings are those that have benefited from this speculative development of the last few years. Offices, hotels, and apartment buildings, a segment where a correction was due anyway, are hit hardest. Stores and warehouses will benefit from a slight pickup in consumer buying and, eventually, stronger single-family development.

There will be some downward pressure on home prices in the near term, as buyers realize they cannot afford to spend as much (before-tax) because, with lower rates, the government is providing a less generous subsidy. Rising rents and the attractiveness of a home to shelter consumer debt will strengthen this market within a few years.

The higher level of business taxes—especially on the capital-intensive industries—may temporarily slow industrial building. But the lower corporate tax rate makes up for the longer depreciation allowances on returns from investments in structures so that corporate-investment plans may favor building relative to equipment, which just lost its investment tax credit.

Why all this emphasis on tax law? In the decision to build, taxes are not the only consideration and, contrary to recent experience, should not be the pre-eminent one. But as economists insist on pointing out, what is important is the decision on marginal projects. It is not the building that has clear expectations of being profitable which is in trouble, but those that barely satisfy the required investor return; they now represent an unprofitable or more risky venture.

Our statistical analysis suggests that reform will slow new construction by 6 percent below what it would have otherwise been, though with commercial building due for a correction anyway, it will be hard to separate the tax impact from secular market forces. If the downturn is as severe as we expect, Congress may well choose to revise the laws yet again, just in time for the upswing in the next cycle.

---

### KEY PROVISIONS OF TAX REFORM THAT AFFECT REAL ESTATE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provisions</th>
<th>Old</th>
<th>New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual tax rates</td>
<td>Fourteen rates: 11% to 50%</td>
<td>1987: Five rates: 11%, 15%, 28%, 35%, 38.5%; 1988: Two rates: 15% and 28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate tax rates</td>
<td>Graduated rates up to 46%</td>
<td>Graduated rates, up to 34% (to 40% in 1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term capital gains</td>
<td>60% exclusion, putting top rate at 20%</td>
<td>No exclusions, with top rate of 28% starting in 1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgage interest</td>
<td>Fully deductible</td>
<td>Deductible for two homes up to cost basis plus home improvements, medical and educational expenses (if incurred after 8/17/86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government purpose tax-exempt bonds</td>
<td>Exempt if less than 25% benefit private entity</td>
<td>Exempt if less than 10% (or $10 million) benefit private entity; plus other limitations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Development Bonds (IDBs)</td>
<td>Sunset dates of 12/31/86 for commercial and 12/31/88 for manufacturing</td>
<td>Eliminates all but small-issue IDBs, with sunset for manufacturing to 12/31/89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume limitations on non-government bonds</td>
<td>Total cap of $150 per resident 3 separate caps</td>
<td>Total cap of $75 per resident or $250 million per state in 1987 and $50 per resident or $150 million per state thereafter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation</td>
<td>1.75 declining balance; 19 year lifetime</td>
<td>Straight-line; 27.5 years for residential rental and 31.5 years for commercial property placed in service after 1/1/87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At-risk rules</td>
<td>Exempts real-estate transactions</td>
<td>Exempts third-party, non-recourse debt and certain loans to equity partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction period</td>
<td>Amortized over 10 years</td>
<td>Capitalized into cost basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehabilitation tax</td>
<td>Historic building: 25%; other older buildings: 15% and 20%; 50% basis adjustment</td>
<td>Historic buildings: 20%; pre-1986 buildings: 10%; 100% basis adjustment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losses from passive activities (partnership activity, all rental activity)</td>
<td>Passive losses can offset other income</td>
<td>Passive losses can offset only passive income. Disallowed losses and credits carried forward and recognized upon disposition of interest in activity. Rental property owners with income less than $100,000 are allowed losses up to $25,000 to be used to offset other income; phased out to income of $150,000. Four-year phase-in period applies to existing investments, with 60% disallowance by 1988</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IMPACT OF TAX REFORM ON CONSTRUCTION BY BUILDING TYPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Highly affected</th>
<th>Short run</th>
<th>Long run</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Offices</td>
<td>down</td>
<td>down</td>
<td>Overbuilt; due to cyclical downturn anyway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotels</td>
<td>down</td>
<td>down</td>
<td>Overbuilt; due to cyclical downturn anyway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apartment buildings</td>
<td>down</td>
<td>down</td>
<td>Overbuilt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slightly affected</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stores and warehouses</td>
<td>down</td>
<td>N.C.</td>
<td>Stronger market demand; short-term cash flow problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-family homes</td>
<td>down</td>
<td>up</td>
<td>Increased home ownership; short-term price pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial buildings</td>
<td>down</td>
<td>up</td>
<td>Improved net return; short-term cash flow problems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Circle 37 on inquiry card
Management: Making the architect-engineer relationship work

An engineer looks at oil for the gears from his profession's point of view

Stephen M. Sessler

It is well known that a good owner is a prerequisite for a good building. Less universally understood, however, is a corollary written by late RECORD editor Walter Wagner in 1980: "... good architecture is produced by good architects who choose good consultants."

The building design and construction process is changing rapidly. The lines between pure architecture and pure engineering blur as the technologies used to produce successful projects become more complex. Thus, the effective coordination of everyone working on a project becomes ever more important.

Many architects are quite adept at managing this coordination. Yet, the architect-engineer relationship is too often a source of frustration to them. No doubt, the architect's dissatisfaction may, at times, result from a poor performance by engineers because of the latter's wide-ranging responsibilities: scheduling problems, technical errors, or a host of other reasons.

However, the source of engineering-related problems may also lie in the relationship itself. By evaluating its working elements, we can better understand the role that architects play in setting its tone.

As an architect, you are very conscious of your interaction with your client—the owner. When that is businesslike and professional, and other working relations for superior performance, you are motivated to do well. Consider, then, the impact of your relationships with your engineers.

What motivation do you provide?

The selection process can get you started on a good or bad footing

- Decide what quality you want.
- In defining the engineering quality needed, match it to the quality of the project and the quality of the owner. Quality, in this context, is somewhat subjective; it can be defined for the engineers by personal capabilities, technical and management strengths, reputation, efficiency, and perhaps level of automation.

- While either an architectural or engineering firm can successfully work on projects at a lower quality level in other respects, a firms' work on a project will perform well at a quality level above its norm. Thus, an engineering firm with primary building experience and having shopping centers or competitive developer buildings will be out of its league with a major corporate or medical facility, both of which require special expertise.

Other aspects of engineering quality to consider are sensitivity and flexibility. Seldom is there only one way to accomplish a specific function. The variety of approaches in their abilities to be flexible and innovative, and also in their sensitivity to the esthetic goals or standards of the project.

- Look for the right experience. It means an engineer can recognize the peculiarities of a given project type, the potential problems, and the best solutions. An engineer experienced in your project type will increase your production efficiency, and can often provide significant input in the entire project development.

- Whether an engineer has worked with your firm and/or with the owner is also a consideration. In every newly established working relationship, a learning process takes place as each firm gets acquainted with the other's personnel, office procedures, management styles, and production processes. Repeat relationships minimize this initially unproductive effort.

- Match the consultant's management style with the job to be done. Good project managers prod their firm (gently or otherwise) to ensure that decisions are made in a timely manner, and the project is on schedule. A consultant who is able to manage administrative tasks in a timely and efficient way. Be sure that the project manager assigned to your project has sufficient internal authority to speak for his firm and to marshal its resources as needed. You should be comfortable with his capabilities, enthusiasm, and responsiveness.

- Make sure that everyone understands who is doing what for what fee. Rarely are fees on a project adequate to give the architect and all of the consultants the full fee that each feels is required for complete services. Fees, then, can become a source of problems if not dealt with properly. No one wins when a member of the design team loses money. However, the fact remains that the owner usually has a maximum total fee that he will pay.

- Evaluate fees on a project are determined in an open discussion—negotiation in which all of the project parameters are laid out and the architect and engineer arrive at a mutually agreeable agreement. Both sides to both sides to reach an acceptable fee agreement. For the engineer, repeat business will be jeopardized if his services are not priced fairly. For the architect, the engineering fee must be sufficient to ensure the quality and service expected.

While the best engineering firms will not allow production costs to influence the service they provide once a contract is signed, others simply bid (or negotiate a price down) when the money is gone. One way for an engineer to be able to respond to all reasonable requests during both design and construction is to have a fee that includes a margin for contingency.

- Factors influencing the fee include project schedule; size and technology of the project; extent of service included; the project's administration services; quality of contract documents; amount of predesign studies and analyses; and investigation of existing conditions. Soliciting competitive fee proposals from engineers is becoming standard practice for a few architectural firms. Whether this is good or bad depends on what they are looking for. If they want to maximize their fees by minimizing those of their consultants, it is good. But, can they sufficiently define in objective written form the factors listed above, so that the engineers' proposals truly represent competitive prices for the same specific services?

In day-to-day relationships, your active management is the key

- Avoid ineffective liaison contact. Evaluate the way you manage engineers. Is liaison responsibility assigned to the project architect or another senior staff member? Having an inexperienced person manage your engineers can create coordination problems, redesign work, less-than-optimum solutions, and other inefficiencies. Treat the function as important.

- Foster creativity. Architects may complain that engineers lack creativity. There are several ways you can encourage and nurture it. One is to get the engineer involved very early in the conceptual phase of a project, before all the parameters are defined. Frequently, having an opportunity to discuss program requirements with the architect, the owner, and the users enables the engineer to develop innovative solutions based on insight into needs and purposes he may otherwise lose in translation.

- Make sure there is an understanding of what's going on all the time. No other aspect of the architect-engineer relationship has more impact on its success than communication. Communication can be monitored by in-person meetings, but the other end of the same is to convey information. Questions or misunderstandings about criteria, codes, schedules, budgets, and other design issues can be minimized by more effective communication. While letters, meetings, and telephone conversations are the basic forms of project communication between architects and engineers, there are other useful tools for managing the information flow, such as a code that is familiar and applicable to the project, with edition dates, and a room-by-room list of all specific and special criteria for utilities.

- Not all of these forms of communication will be applicable to every job. But the goal, for every job, should be a well-documented, clear flow of information between firms. Without this, the success of a project is in jeopardy.

Generally all one-to-one communications should flow between the architectural and engineering project managers. By-passing this channel of communication frequently results in bad decisions, incomplete data, or lack of a timely response.

Another consideration is maximizing the effectiveness of each form of communication. One engineering consultant insisted at the clearly defined form of communication is the meeting. Meetings that are not focused, that are held too frequently, that are held too infrequently, or that are held too infrequently are detrimental to production efficiency.

- Take advantage of the minor incentives; they can mean a lot. Engineering credits in project publicity, referrals to other architects, and a professional approach to dealing with common job-related problems are all valid ways of rewarding and encouraging good performance.

- If you work well with an engineer, develop a preferential relationship. Such a relationship can mean shared marketing contacts and efforts, more effective coordination, and rapid project start-up ability due to the firms' familiarity with each other. This relationship works best when both firms continue to refine it.

- Be businesslike as well as professional. It is difficult for an engineer to be enthusiastic about projects on which he is not able to make a profit or establish arbitrarily, design changes are made without considering the technical implications, communications, are not timely, or payments are slow or erratic. Billing and payments should be discussed and agreed upon at the start of a project to avoid misunderstandings.

New burdens are constantly being imposed on the architect-engineer relationship, but along with the burdens come new opportunities. A reassessment of how the architect-engineer relationship has been managed in the past and a consideration of what can be done to improve it is a very good start.

Mr. Sessler is a partner in Newcomb & Boyd, a 125-person multidiscipline engineering firm in Atlanta.
Building and landscape architects joined forces to give the new Showboat Hotel and Casino a roof that will stand out—even in the flamboyant world of Atlantic City casinos.

Landscape and site design specialists Cairone Mackin & Kaupp, of Philadelphia, worked closely with casino architects Martin Stern Associates, of Beverly Hills. They produced a nautical design that combines multicolored crushed stone graphics (such as the compass rose above) with live plantings, trellises and other traditional garden landscaping elements.

Underneath it all went a 45 mil Firestone RubberGard® EPDM roof and Firestone-supplied Foamular® insulation, the value-engineered recommendations of Thomas Roofing & Sheet Metal Co., the Atlantic City contractor for the job. “It would have been prohibitive to put down a built-up roof—more labor, more materials,” said Mike Thomas, of Thomas Roofing, explaining why he chose Firestone EPDM.

Dave Rudzenski, the Martin Stern field rep on the job, agreed. “I personally feel it’s a better product. Much easier to work with. And the life is long.”

Architects across America are finding that Firestone RubberGard® EPDM provides the strength, durability, economy and ease of installation they need to feel true confidence in a roof. And that confidence is increased by Firestone’s unsurpassed field support, from architectural consultation to installation to final warranty inspection.

Firestone’s good name insures your good name, even on the most distinctive projects. Call 1-800-428-4442.

Firestone ROOFING SYSTEMS

Nobody covers you better.

Firestone Building Products Company, Division of The Firestone Tire & Rubber Company, 3500 West DePauw Blvd., Indianapolis, IN 46268. RubberGard® is a registered trademark of Firestone Building Products Company. Foamular® is a registered trademark of UC Industries, Inc.
A keen observer of those convolutions that have brought marketing to its current state, the author reports on the SMPS convention's fourth annual senior roundtable. Its stated general aim is to advance the body of knowledge in the pursuit of sales and its particular title this year was "What [changing] factors are affecting your marketing program?"

In the vast and vaguely Venetian ballroom of the Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco, 10 people sit in deep concentration around a table. Fog comes and goes outside the monumental windows. Inside, the fog that surrounds the marketing of professional services is being willed away.

Co-moderator Stephen Kennerly, principal of architects Curtis Cox Kennerly in Philadelphia, poses the first questions to the panelists—representatives of architectural, engineering, interior-design, and planning firms who have been chosen by competitive papers. "What factors in your clients' and prospective clients' businesses are having the most significant effect on how you market," he asks? "How are these affecting not just your firm's marketing program but its organization as a whole?"

This year I detect tension right from the start: Not only are there differences of opinion among the participants, but each of their firms is in the throes of change. Uncertainty is evident even in their most carefully considered pronouncements.

The panel agrees that clients have changed

In these design firms' experience, clients appear to be buying professional services on the basis of price. Few profess to want sharing and caring [the old back and forth of creativity and personal contact]; the cost [in the new world of tightening bottom lines] has become too high.

"Some clients buy design services like a commodity," says Edward J. Peters of Seattle's Tudor Engineering. "CAD encourages this, since information [generated by the designer] can be stored by the client and used again by his own staff."

"It has long been common for commercial clients to treat design service as if they were a manufactured product," continues Peters, "because that is the only model they have for obtaining anything. Design may be the only professional service for which it is feasible to obtain significant information prior to purchase. When was the last time you asked five dentists to submit their written qualifications to you and then come to your home for competitive interviews?"

Other panelists observe that facilities managers, the new middlemen clients (RECORD, January, pages 23-25), have different priorities and less interest in how buildings express their organizations' images than did the presidents of corporations or institutions who used to work directly with their architects.

Funding looms large; projects stall for want of imaginative ways to break through financing resistance. Mergers and acquisitions, sudden developments such as those the health care sector has experienced, the segmentation of business, and the softening and collapse of certain marketplaces are also spoken about and, at times, bemoaned—as they have been throughout the three-day convention.

It's what to do about change that causes differences of opinion Roundtable participants are trying to come to grips with the new circumstances with an obvious sense of urgency.

Suzanne Mintz of Greenwell Goetz Architects states the problem. "I can foresee the time when we are part of a highly integrated network of business planning professionals who assist clients in significant aspects of their total business, such as analyzing organizational and office-automation needs and negotiating real estate deals, as well as designing office space and providing facility-management services. This is a far cry from our initial creative intent."

Bonnie Sloan of Metcalf & Eddy, Inc. follows with a description of how her firm has wholeheartedly adapted—how its traditional design and construction services are now only part of its project-delivery offerings. The company has gone into privatization of treatment plants, among other ventures, and its services now include project financing, turnkey design and construction, and facility ownership and operation.

Sloan is the first to speak of the risks, both legal and financial, and of the challenges that arise from mixing so many different types of people and training in one firm. "Sil se puede," she says, "Yes, it can be done."

Architects Gordon Beard Grimes Bahls of Portland, Oregon, fight to keep projects going when clients' funding sources seem otherwise exhausted. Says GBGB's John J. Vosmek, Jr., "It is to everyone's advantage to get projects going and to keep them moving. So we monitor our ongoing projects in our marketing meetings. We have a business manager who contributes financing concepts—becomes the 'economic designer' on the team—and helps us take a task-force approach to stalled or slowing projects."

Voices from more traditional service organizations are heard, including architect Paul Bartlett's who represents Fletcher Thompson, Inc. in Bridgeport, Conn. "What is this tendency to provide services that have nothing to do with designing structures or buildings? This organization's mission statement talks about the 'design professions,' yet what we're talking about here are things that have nothing to do with design at all."

SEA Consultants, Inc. of Cambridge is represented by Arnold Goldstein, an engineer given to deep reflection. "It's obvious," he says, "that design firms are changing based on capability, geography, interest, and the way the principals feel. Some of us might choose to remain design firms because we want to design; others are already taking steps into non-design services. Well, some clients may have educated themselves away from dependence on the outside design professional, but I don't happen to believe that, over the long term, this is something to be overly concerned with... Experience shows they will come back to realize that the long-term professional relationship is the way to go."

What do these marketplace changes mean for design firms? Co-moderator Carol McConoehie, a Philadelphia marketing consultant, notes the fear, confusion, and uncertainty voiced by the panelists. "I wonder whether you can pull off a consensus on solutions?" she asks them.

Architect Paul Bartlett responds: "We need to very clearly define kinds of organizations that provide very far-ranging services and have all kinds of people that have nothing to do with what we have done before. The kinds of quality control, management, profitability, and personnel problems... mixing this all up together sounds interesting to me."

Mintz articulates what is to become one of the session's most compelling themes: that design firms will become more conglomerates or boutiques. "Our firm has not been timid about changing," she says, "but making non-design functions into profit centers on their own is a whole other thing."

Ms. Capelin is president of Capelin Communications, Inc. in New York City, a public relations firm that consults primarily to design professionals.
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Circle 39 on inquiry card
"It's a very major mental step to switch from thinking of yourself as a design firm to thinking of yourself as a business-planning firm," Mintz explained. "That requires fundamental thinking at the top of the organization. What is it I want to do with my life? What are my priorities? What are my capabilities? What am I willing to have happen to other people who might have a much better handle on things that I know absolutely nothing about? And where does that put me as the owner of the company? It goes to the core: What are we?"

The session often seemed to be about perceptions of the client. "What does the client really want?" is the question that hovers over the room. Another question might be: How come there is so much scrutiny of the client's needs and interests? Bob Fuller of Larsen Engineers and Architects took a stab at the answer by citing the basic change that marketing has had on design practices in the first place.

"Everybody's brochures say that we are client-centered. . . . In different ways, we are trying to meet client needs as we perceive them. That's why we go into all these other services."

"Maybe it is the advent of marketing that has caused this," he mused. "After all, designers suffer from the so-called engineer's disease; they run around with answers to questions that nobody asked them. Marketers are willing to ask what the client wants to know. Just let the client talk; it's amazing what we learn that way."

At SEA, according to Goldstein, project managers are selected not only on the basis of technical skills, but on marketing skills, such as basic communications, as well. "The more marketing we do, including letting our clients talk," he says, "the better equipped we are all around. Marketing is the key means to information that will enable management to make the decisions it chooses to make."

All of this brought up the issue of teaching the client how to be a better client or, at the least, how he can be served more wisely. Kennerly, observing that clients were apparently being divided into "service-oriented" and "bottom-lining," asked the panelists to describe their different approaches to each type.

"Suppose that you have won the contract and negotiated a fee for a set group of neatly defined services. You're down to your own bottom line on what you can do for what you're being paid, and you still want to do the project. And on Monday morning, the hard-bargaining client comes in a whole different person. He starts talking about grand new avenues to explore. He talks about the environment, and his concerns for the users, and how to make the project enrich their lives. What do you do?" Kennerly poses.

Goldstein obviously feels the issue has to be addressed up front: "The client [for the set fee] has to be prepared to give up an examination of three things and do only one. He needs to understand that he gets what he pays for. It doesn't mean that what he gets is bad; it's just less. And it's not just clarifying your services; you must clarify the level of your services."

A popular topic was keeping proposal-preparation costs in line. Kennerly asks, if you have to define services in such detail, "aren't you in fact marketing all the way through contract negotiations? And isn't this very costly for your marketing budget?"

Many on the panel have faced this problem. More than coincidentally, many have set up extensive menus from which clients may choose specifically what services they want. There is substantial payback, in a number of ways.

At Gensler and Associates, according to Linda Caravos of the Houston office, "We price what the client says he wants and also what we think he needs. Sometimes this doesn't work, but often it is helpful. It can make for a better project and, of course, can increase our sales."

This menu process explains exactly what the client is paying for. "We are covering ourselves," says Mintz, "and it's a better way of controlling the project in-house because the design team knows exactly what services are to be provided and not. Gone are the days of the standard AIA contracts."

McConachie wraps up: "Educating the client is a phrase that comes up all the time," she comments. "In making proposals to clients more specific or the contract negotiations more prolonged, are we educating the client or ourselves? Are we not working to become more responsive to the client's true needs and expectations rather than only what we think they may be?"

A difficult topic was educating design firms to the importance of marketing. In a prior panel, Diane Creel, vice president of marketing for the Earth Technology Corporation, had revealed that she spends 20 to 25 percent of her time selling the need for marketing to her own firm. "If you don't do that, you burn out."

Clearly, marketing is becoming an important position in many design firms. This year's Society of Marketing Professional Services convention was attended by 600 people. The Alexandria-based organization has survived a baker's dozen years, grows in strength, and has 4,000 members.

But marketing people are searching for meaning in their work and respect in their offices. The pain and chaos in the clients' world and in the design offices as well are amply reflected in those offices' marketing departments.

It helps only a little to acknowledge that the new profession is dynamic, multi-dimensional, and changing.

Something has to give. Burn-out is often the penalty. "Let's face it," says one member of the audience. "We set up the opportunity for our firm to win. Then comes the presentation. We're not in the room. If our firm gets the job, it's because the principals were brilliant. But if the firm loses, it's because the marketing people messed up."

And so the very nature of marketing must continue to change. Bartlett is struck by the elevation of marketing. "It has," he says, "been integrated into the essential management of companies. And you have to be performing a virtually continuous strategic planning process because what's out there is changing so fast. You can't do it once a year."

"Ferment, flux, chaos" are the words used by Fuller. He cautions: "We marketing people have to be very sensitive to change, because some of the things we're talking about can change in the blink of an eye. You don't want to be hanging there with a lot of services that you no longer need to provide."

Kennerly always cites earned, puts his finger on the new role of marketing. "For the first time, marketing is the pebble that is being dropped in the pond; and it is having a tremendous ripple effect. Not only is your marketing approach changing—the way you do proposals, approach clients, and deliverables—but the results of marketing are starting to change the size, quality, and make-up of your firm's design staff. And it affects management. Marketing is taking a tremendous role in the direction-finding of firms. That's a tremendous responsibility coming on us. We've been yelling and screaming that we wanted it for a long time. Here it is."

A new proactivity challenges conventional marketing wisdom. Living with risk can be tumultuous, or it can be just what the doctor ordered. Some firms will expand into new areas that have to be staffed by asset managers, economists, and lawyers. Some will provide direct funding for worthy stalled projects. Some will stick to the old system, but learn to live with what McConachie calls "creative confrontation" and "greater partner disharmony" in order to meet marketplace issues head-on.

McConachie challenges what has appeared to be marketing truths. "Maybe it doesn't matter about being proactive," she says. "Maybe what we're doing is simply how much we can change and not how much we should change. Maybe it's time for us to get rid of some of the marketing gospel."

Here's? No one leaves the room blossomed as a result of the roundtable. All feel wiser. At the least, Sloan assures her colleagues, "You will be no less of a profession, but more of a business."
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panels sizes, nominal</th>
<th>Nominal Thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4’ x 8’, 10’ and 12’ with T &amp; G Long Edges</td>
<td>4” 5”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- REFACOR AGED
- REFACOR SYSTEM
- Lbs. per sq. ft.
- Foam Thickness (nominal)
- Includes air film and asphalt shingles

---

**Nominal Thickness**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>4” 5”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>25.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.43</td>
<td>26.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21/3”</td>
<td>31/3”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Circle 40 on inquiry card
Putting it all on the line

Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates has unveiled plans for a mixed-use residential and commercial complex whose urban monumentality belies its suburban setting. Planned to span the tracks and platform of the commuter railroad depot in downtown White Plains, N. Y., Station Center will consist of three luxury condominium towers, a 212,000-square-foot office structure, ground-floor retail space, and a five-level parking garage— all designed to occupy a limestone, metal, and glass building ensemble that is the latest manifestation of KPF's signature brand of architectural historicism. Along its eastern flank, the complex features an enclosed glass-walled arcade that will provide all-weather pedestrian connections to the station. The proposal also calls for upgrading the existing depot and embellishing it with a new vaulted ceiling meant to evoke the grandeur of great 19th-century rail terminals. According to KPF partner-in-charge A. Eugene Kohn, the project is especially noteworthy from an urban-planning point of view: in addition to being tied directly to mass transportation, the development's overwhelmingly residential orientation is expected to bring 24-hour-a-day activity to the city's central core.

A new commercial tower will redefine L. A.'s burgeoning downtown skyline

The urbanization of downtown Los Angeles, spurred in part by the city's expanding role as a center for international finance, continues apace: witness Mitsui Tower, a new 50-story office building planned for the northwest corner of Wilshire Boulevard and Figueroa Street that will be, at 760 feet, the second tallest structure in the southern California metropolis, topped only by the 858-foot-high First Interstate Bank Building. The proposed one-million-square-foot tower has been designed by Albert C. Martin & Associates with what one might call quintessentially late-Modernist mannerisms. Sheathed in a combination of coral-colored granite, solar gray and green glass, and verdigris bronze panels, the structure will be set at a 45-degree angle to the rectilinear L. A. street grid, opening up space along Wilshire for a spacious landscaped plaza. Chamfered corners, recessed bays, and a series of four upper-level setbacks were incorporated into the design to allow for more corner offices and, in this period of revived interest in early 20th-century skyscrapers, to allude to the setback Art Deco buildings that define the city's 1920s and '30s architectural style. The tower will be crowned by a shallow, translucent glass dome, illuminated at night from within.
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A new town comes of age

Over 20 years after first village opened in the new town of Reston, Va., the Reston Land Company has selected RTKL Associates as the winner of an invited competition to design a new mixed-use downtown for the well-known planned community. RTKL’s premiated entry triumphed over submissions from Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Thompson, Ventalett, Stainback & Associates; and Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates. The proposal’s axial layout and its profusion of such architectural elements as domes, cupolas, porches, and colonnades reflect the architects’ awareness of neoclassical Washington, D.C., 18 miles down the road, and the plan’s conscious mix of commercial, residential, and cultural facilities is meant to reinforce the original concept of Reston as “an urban place in a rural setting.”

Broadway bound

One of the first projects to respond to a 1982 ordinance meant to encourage development on the west side of midtown Manhattan, 1675 Broadway is a 36-story, green-granite office tower that will adjoin and cantilever over the recently renovated Broadway Theater, New York’s only legitimate theater actually located on the Great White Way. Architects for the 675,000-square-foot tower are Fox & Fowle.

News briefs

Letting the sun shine in: Toronto erects world’s first retractable-dome stadium

Philip Johnson has donated his Glass House—the landmark Modernist dwelling in New Canaan, Conn., that the architect designed in 1949—to the National Trust for Historic Preservation. Johnson will continue to live at the six-building, 30-acre estate as long as he wishes, after which the Trust will maintain the property and open it for tours to the public.

James Stewart Polshek will step down on June 30 after 15 years as the dean of the Columbia University Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation. Polshek is making the move in order to devote more attention to his architectural practice, whose best-known project perhaps is the recently completed restoration of Carnegie Hall.

James I. Freed of I. M. Pei and Partners has been selected the design architect for the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, planned for a site adjoining the National Mall in Washington, D.C. Associated architects on the project are Notter, Feingold and Alexander.

The Ball State University College of Architecture & Planning, working with Argentine architect Miguel Roca, has been selected to provide design and planning services for this year’s 10th Pan American Games, scheduled for August 7-23 in Indianapolis.

J. Irwin Miller, the industrialist and philanthropist who transformed Columbus, Ind., from a typical Midwestern town to a showcase for the work of the nation’s leading architects, has been named the first living American to be inducted into the Building Hall of Fame, established last year by the National Building Museum in Washington, D.C., to honor “those whose personal efforts have made a significant contribution to improving our nation’s built environment.”

J. Max Bond, Jr., a New York architect and dean of the City College School of Architecture and Environmental Studies, has been named the 1987 recipient of the AIA Whitney M. Young Citation, given “in recognition of a significant contribution to social responsibility.”

Two major manufacturers of office furnishings—Corry and Hiebert—have merged, forming a new company called Corry and Hiebert. The merger is the latest indication of a trend toward consolidation in the American contract furniture industry.
No little plans:
An ambitious mixed-use scheme for Boston

Design news continued

Pending final approval by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the City of Boston, a new project is set to rise on the Boston waterfront that should transform the city’s downtown skyline. Dubbed Fan Pier, the project is a major development by any measure: a 19-acre site with 1.4 million square feet of office space, a 50-story Hyatt Hotel, three apartment houses for upper- and moderate-income families, and a new home for Boston’s Institute for Contemporary Art. The buildings will rise above a two-level garage and are to be laced together by a harbortfront park, an inland square, and, most dramatically, a new canal lined with two tiers of esplanades and crossed by vehicular and pedestrian bridges.

But Fan Pier is more than just a blockbuster. If executed according to recently announced plans, it will be a major example of the current state of American urban design, shaped by some of the country’s leading architects and guided by sponsors—including HBC Associates and the Pritzker family—who seem keenly aware of the aesthetic and marketing advantages of architectural patronage. In the drama of its site, ambition of its master plan, and combination of name architects, the project clearly recalls 19th-century schemes for the City Beautiful. And no wonder. Architects for Fan Pier include the offices of Cesar Pelli (developer of the master plan and design guidelines); Hammond Beeby and Babka; Frank O. Gehry; Robert A. M. Stern; Rafael Moneo; Koetter, Kim & Associates; and Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown. What they have designed is a diverse collection of big buildings close to the flavor of older urban downtowns that historians, critics, and the American public have embraced over the past decade—places with skyscrapers that Vincent Scully has characterized as “genial giants.”

In 1984 the Pelli office was retained to develop Fan Pier’s plan. Pelli had already designed a proposed hotel for the site—an abandoned stretch of landfill on the wrong side of Fort Point Channel but near Boston’s explosive waterfront development—and his success at the World Financial Center in Manhattan made him a logical choice for the Boston project. In addition to writing design guidelines that called for “wedding-cake” buildings with strong street walls and compatible masonry finishes, Pelli’s office had to draw up the final list of seven firms that would execute the project’s individual pieces.

To hear the designers tell it, the collaborative process was a convivial and intellectually stimulating series of meetings, steeped in mutual admiration. The result of the group effort is a planning solution clearly orchestrated for public appeal. Outdoor spaces are dimensioned from such diverse reference as Rome’s Piazza del Campidoglio, Amsterdam’s canals, and, closer to home, Boston’s Newbury Street. Waterfront parks, walks, and gardens connect with the city’s Harborwalk system. And through the clever manipulation of the site’s section, pedestrians will descend bridges and steps to the water, where they may look back upon an architecture of domes, hipped roofs, flying chimneys, and finials. With its crescent-shaped buildings, stone-clad bridges, and gables, Fan Pier’s architectural allusions run from...
nearby Commonwealth Avenue to the Chicago River and New York's lower Broadway.

Pelli's Hyatt Hotel sets the project's tone. With its crested top and "flying buttresses," this structure recalls Raymond Hood's Chicago Tribune Tower. If recent Pelli buildings have had glass curtain walls so refined that they border on the painterly, this one is robust and sculptural, with prominent stringcourses and window enframements that vary in scale. Together with Pelli's two commercial buildings along Northern Avenue, the hotel both punctuates and enframes the other lower structures, including apartment houses by Frank Gehry and Robert A. M. Stern.

Gehry's building is one of the smallest in the project and potentially the most radical. Although its elevations are not yet fixed, its plans are a dramatic explosion of the apartment house diagram that affords its units double and triple exposures toward the water. Close by, Stern's building is, as one might expect, more conservative—a neo-Georgian crescent that is "just like Boston's Ritz," according to the architect.

The Gehry and Stern projects both emphasize the development's waterfront location with their reciprocating curves.

A bit inland, two office buildings by Koetter, Kim & Associates and Hammond Beeby and Babka form the project's gateway. Given the symmetrical massing required by the guidelines, the architects have developed structures that are distinctive, but complementary. The Koetter, Kim project is an elegant masonry-and-glass synthesis of vertical and horizontal patterns; the Hammond, Beeby and Babka structure, by contrast, is stacked with tiers of arched and hooded windows—a design that owes a debt to the miles of sturdy 19th-century commercial buildings along the Boston harbor. Both structures have towers featuring sharply projecting cornices that help define a vestibule like opening onto Fan Pier's major bridge.

Opposite the bridge rises Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown's tallest building to date—a 247-foot-high, wedge-shaped residential tower whose gently angled walls and narrow balconies recall the apartment houses of Alvar Aalto. This structure's mechanical bulkhead is a dome sliced in half both to emphasize its character as a decorative cap and to turn the building's canalside elevation into a billboard cutout; clearly, VRSB's lessons from Atlantic City are not lost here. This may be the project with which the firm crosses the threshold between its ideas and a publicly conspicuous, viscerally enjoyable architecture.

If at this stage Fan Pier appears a bit of a world's fair, lacking a critical vernacular binder (Boston's row houses and counting houses come to mind), it nevertheless indicates a rich future for the design of American cities in Pelli's rather Baroque site plan, Gehry's apartment layouts, and the other architects' rich palette of stylistic allusions. It is too soon to know for certain, but we may eventually look upon this architectural ensemble with the same appreciation we view the work of Burnham, Adler, McKim, and others who provided the nation's urban patrimony.

Roy Strickland
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Many skylight systems look good on paper. But the difference between "meeting specs" and performing in the real world over time, can be dramatic.

You know what the situation is today in terms of product and design liability. So, it makes more sense than ever to insist upon quality and integrity — in a company and its products.

Next time you incorporate skylights into your design, check out Naturalite. Check our client references. Our financial strength. Our guarantee. Our systems. And, most of all — our reputation. You will find that Naturalite builds skylight systems you can stake your reputation on.
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Your single source for skylights since 1945.

Monumental • Standard • Residential
For information, please call toll free: John Rowan, 1-800-527-4018
Photo: Capitol Marble Company, Marble Falls, TX • Architects: Shepherd & Boyd, Dallas.
To market, to market: Jacksonville's riverfront agora nears completion

In Hong Kong, a project of many facets

There seems to be no end to the American public's thirst for shopping and eating, especially in the highly successful festival marketplaces developed by The Rouse Company. This year will mark the completion of two major waterfront projects by the Columbia, Md.-based firm in Florida's two largest cities: Bayside Center (RECORD, February 1984, page 53) is scheduled to open in April on its Biscayne Bay site in downtown Miami, and Jacksonville Landing, located in the center of the north Florida metropolis, will be finished in June. Designed by Benjamin Thompson & Associates, Jacksonville Landing will comprise 126,000 square feet of commercial space fronting the north bank of the St. John's River. Like other Rouse marketplaces, the Jacksonville project will boast over 100 shops selling a combination of goods (60 percent) and food (40 percent).

However, unlike such Rouse projects as Quincy Market in Boston and South Street Seaport in New York, which are housed partially in existing historic buildings, Jacksonville Landing will occupy new structures designed in a local vernacular style with deep overhangs and shaded areas that respond to the area's climate.

In deference to a moving context

Perhaps the most unusual of the new projects rising in London's historic Docklands area is a proposed eight-unit apartment house whose design by Troughton McAslan Architects deliberately eschews the warehouse vernacular of its brick-and-stone neighbors. If the building at first seems jarringly Modernist in its wharfside context, architect John McAslan points out several historic references in the design—including Frank Lloyd Wright's Johnson Wax Building, the nearby 18th-century Church of St. Mary's Rotherhithe, and the work of Erich Mendelsohn—and he notes that the structure's penthouse observation tower and mast pay nautical homage to passing vessels along the River Thames. The Royal Fine Art Commission and Save Britain's Heritage apparently agree, and have approved the plans.
Look mom, no hands.
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Performance you never thought possible with exterior insulation systems.

Reaching lofty heights in design requires experience, inspiration, and materials with unquestionable performance. STO Exterior Insulation Systems envelop structures with a flexible, breathable thermal skin that provides complete protection against the elements. And STO Systems facilitate design freedom by integrating elegantly with other materials—such as glass—yet cost less than most other types of exterior cladding.

STO. Keeping pace with the most important performance of all ... yours.

STO INDUSTRIES, INC.
Quality Lane, Box 219
Rutland, Vermont 05701
Toll Free: (800) 851-5533

Prefabricated Exterior Insulation Panel System
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Here's how the RHOPLEX EC reducing plan works:

RHOPLEX Acrylic EC technology helps you cut your roofing costs without cutting back on quality. A coating based on this roofing technology is a liquid system; a flexible coating that can be applied right over your existing roof or used in new construction. It goes down white and stays that way to reflect away solar heat; a lightweight coating with built-in, long lasting weatherability.

Few if any other roofing systems can reduce time, labor and material costs like RHOPLEX Acrylic EC-based roof mastics. It's part of a top-quality roofing system that's better than a built-up roof. Simpler than single ply. Often more durable than polyurethane coatings. And overall, less expensive than all of them.

The RHOPLEX EC reducing plan works fast, too. It goes on easily and quickly. Once in place, the roof mastic coating keeps on saving you money on energy and maintenance costs throughout its life.

All the roofs pictured below can be covered easily and economically with roof mastics based on RHOPLEX Acrylic EC technology:

(A) Built-up Roof: affected by quality of asphalt. Absorbs solar heat.
(B) Polyurethane Foam Roof: needs protection from ultraviolet degradation. Special RHOPLEX EC formula provides excellent adhesion.
(C) Metal Roof: affected by lack of reflectivity. Prone to interior heat buildup.
(D) Concrete Roof: subject to micro-cracking.

REDUCE: material costs and weight.

Roof mastics based on RHOPLEX Acrylic EC technology will save you money before they even hit the roof.

You don't pay for all the materials and equipment necessary for traditional built-up roofs. Unlike single plies, there are no expensive rubber sheets with fasteners or seams to glue, torch, or come apart. Just a tough, lightweight coating that's flexible, yet durable enough to provide protection for a lot less money and hassle.

A lighter weight roofing material also puts less stress on the rest of your building. No heavyweight ballast is necessary. With roof mastics based on RHOPLEX Acrylic EC technology, good roofing practice is always recommended. Clean off the soundly prepared roofing substrate and spray on the coating. That's it.

Reviewed by Anthony Fisher

Howard Roark to the contrary, architects work primarily from experience and precedent. So, when faced with such prosaic daily problems as detailing a handrail or an expansion joint, they first consult the advice of seasoned colleagues or the well-thumbed drawings of other projects. As a last resort, they turn to Architectural Graphic Standards, a compendium first published in 1932 and now in its seventh edition. Complete with updated and expanded contents, this manual serves as a reference for architects, engineers, and contractors.

There is an inherent logic to construction by which certain components go together, forming architectural systems. The development of these systems, and their interaction with other systems, cannot be predicted by observation of their components alone. In this brave new world of increasingly complex building systems, Architectural Graphic Standards is insufficient, if not obsolete.

It is this situation that The Building System Integration Handbook seeks to address. The result of a five-year collaboration by Progressive Architect, compiled by editor Richard Rush and a broad team of consultants, the handbook is, like Graphic Standards, sponsored by the American Institute of Architects. In his preface, Rush boldly states that this handbook serves as “the act of creating a whole functioning building containing and including building systems in various combinations.” It is, in short, building design itself. A system is defined as “a coherent set of physical entities organized for a particular purpose.”

For the purposes of analysis, buildings are broken down into four systems: structure, envelope, mechanical, and interior. Not coincidentally, this division parallels the professions that most often collaborate in building design. To reinforce this point, chapter two consists of a multidisciplinary roundtable discussion among structural engineer Irwin Cantor, the late architect William Caudill, mechanical engineer Joseph Loring, and interior designer John Pickering. Their comments help clarify the definitions and preview the issues written about in subsequent chapters.

To describe the relationship between systems in actual buildings, the authors further define five levels of integration: remote, touching, connected, meshed, and unified. Using these five kinds of category, the authors devise a system of “ball diagrams” (a more sophisticated version of the familiar bubble diagram) to illustrate graphically the complex interrelationships between systems in a building. Once understood, this method can be used to analyze and compare the systems in any building.

The method is demonstrated in chapter three, which consists of 19 case studies of actual buildings chosen to encompass a wide variety of building types and the major options in building systems. The buildings range from a small trombe-wall and wood-frame apartment complex in New England to Louis Kahn’s Kimball Art Museum in Fort Worth. The number of buildings that demonstrate a concern for energy use is refreshing; conspicuously absent, however, are many of the style-conscious historicist buildings that have filled the pages of the architectural journals during the 1980s. This omission probably reflects the book’s five-year production schedule (most of the buildings were completed during the 1970s, and none later than 1982) more than the esthetic predilections of the editors. But it could also give the deceptive impression that systems integration is a monopoly of 70s Modernist buildings.

Chapter four examines 15 generic examples of the systems combinations that are introduced in the case studies, from tilt-up wall construction to tension fabric structures. While the handbook makes no claim to being comprehensive, the section does appear to cover the systems

Continued on page 167

“Ole dear, you’ve made a real stone wall! I was hoping for—you know—the experience of stone.”

Anthony Fisher is a practicing architect with Bower Lewis Thayer/Architects in Philadelphia.
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No more Square Holes. The new Raceway Flush Raised Floor Fitting goes into a simple, sensible 3½" round hole. You might be surprised to learn how costly the wrong hole can be. Compare. It takes just a hole saw and about twenty minutes per round hole. It takes about one and a half hours per rectangular hole, what with drilling, square cuts, etc. There's also a big difference in the cost of an installed product. Ours costs less than half as much.

Retains Structural Integrity of Floor
Our hole has another advantage. It's small. Small enough to slip in between the structural ribs of a radial or honeycomb panel. (Would you like to sit on a broken rib?) Incidentally, does the flush plate of our Raised Floor Fitting look familiar? That's because it's the same one used on Raceway's Flush Poke-Thru...a marriage of function and aesthetics that has won overwhelming approval from architects and designers. Duplex power plus two low tension openings. Choice of color coordinated retainer ring. Sliding polycarbonate cover. And, it installs with or without a junction box. A few turns of a screw embeds gripping wedges into the cementitious panel filling.

It's another first from Raceway...the innovator in floor electrification.

Get the "hole" story on Raised Floor Electrical Fittings. Write or call Raceway Components, Inc., 263 Hillside Avenue, Nutley, N.J. 07110. 201-661-1116.
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Half-polemic, part promotion, Duo Dickinson’s second in a series of “artful guides” to affordable design overviews for the reader who believes that evidence it’s time for a small-house comeback. “No longer a stop-gap solution or an architect’s cruel joke,” the small house makes more sense than ever in a world of modest-size families, energy cutbacks, and shrinking expectations. No one needs a book on small houses to discover that size isn’t everything; but, according to Dickinson, only a trained architect can transform a limited area into a space with the illusion of grandeur. In a section called “Ease the Squeeze: Rules of Thumb,” Dickinson itemizes various useful techniques on how to pull it off. They include double-height, spatial variety, manipulated scale, defined axes, and single roof elements. A 25-page examination of his own small, beautiful house follows and what at first comes across as little more than shameless self-aggrandizement (right down to “the extra, faster provided by the latch sets”) actually embodies the book’s essential truth. Dickinson knows what he’s talking about, and you can take notes, because he has been there and measured it. In fact, he even produces a formula for figuring “perceived” space as opposed to “nominal” space. With a fervor absolute and a sharp eye for technical nuance, the author courses through over 30 other built dwellings, fully appreciating everything from the accommodating curves of a Turner Brooks house in Vermont or the cantilevered majesty of a “tree house” by Robert Jacklin to a short epilogue admiring the inspirational innovations on a reduced scale of Arthur Carrara.

Some of these houses are not really so small—Fernau and Harlin’s Maud House measures 3,100 square feet—but in every instance the architects faced certain restraints, either in size, site, and/or budget, and brilliantly surmounted all obstacles through ingenious design. To be sure, these houses are gems, and Dickinson sets himself to polish them mightily. A third, more occasional voice enters into autobagn (Prioritizing unlimited spatial reverly on such a scale is unprecedented in this book), his sheer passion for the subject. He speaks with the reader into sharing his conviction that, in the hands of the right designer, the little house can be the house of a lifetime.


Often enough, the word “symposium” conjures images of bored people saying boring things. “American Architecture: Innovation and Tradition,” a symposium and exhibition held in 1985 on the occasion of the opening of the Buell Center for the Study of American Architecture at Columbia University, must have been something very different, if this collection of brilliant, sometimes ornery, and always well-informed speeches is any indication. In over 30 essays by leading practitioners, critics, and historians, the emphasis is on tradition more than innovation, which is generally accepted as a quality indigenous to all things American. Tradition, however, and especially the concept of the vernacular, is hotly debated. J. B. Jackson describes it in a way that involves experimentation by definition. Dolores Hayden thinks the word is romantically misapplied to places that were often dreamed up by commercial land speculators; and Kenneth Frampton tries to distinguish between “liberative” and “restrictive” regionalism.

Object, building, and place were the organizing themes of the symposium, with three speakers, two respondents, and a keynote lecture attached to each. The section on objects (preceded by a type of learned and emotive speech by Vincent Scully) fits into the overall discussion somewhat awkwardly. “Building,” when associated with tradition, has prompted various appreciative thoughts on the skyscraper, H. H. Richardson, and Chicago, which is viewed by Donald Hoffmann as “more complex, much richer, much more romantic, and much more humane than we have been led to believe.” Thomas Hines doesn’t have to dig very deep to find roots for Los Angeles, while Rosemarie Bletcher, in a clever rebuttal, wonders if the American Way— championing the railroad, unit production, and the pattern book—hasn’t actually militated against the cultivation of regional identity.

When it comes to a sense of place, Denise Scott Brown has much to say about the colonial period and its symbolism (reinterpreting Venturi’s and her own past theories), and John Coolidge compares three public spaces of historic traditions. The respondents’ lively arguments indicate that there is no consensus on what constitutes American architecture raised to explore that tradition, the Buell Center will be busy for years to come.


Minor master, precursor of high-tech, French eclectic, or interior decorator, Pierre Chareau (1883-1950) defines classification, even by the relatives, former clients, professionals, and critics who have devoted considerable effort to restoring his reputation in this stunning and thorough monograph.

All there is to know Chareau can be found here, although that is not very much. With but five houses to his name (of which only the magnificent Maison de Verre in Paris remains intact) and isolated pieces of furniture scattered in museums and private collections, any attempt to locate the architect and furniture designer’s influence on Modernism would be doomed—a pitfall this book shrewdly avoids. Since the only other book on the man is out of print (not to mention Kenneth Frampton’s essay in a back issue of Persepecta), this volume, organized by the son of the architect’s favorite clients and the owners of the Maison de Verre, is both monumental tribute and catalogue raisonné. It begins with fond letters written by friends and colleagues who laud Chareau’s inventiveness and determination to build exclusively for his clients and his own time. Chareau’s fascination with “volcanic stones, its aesthetic effect, and its application” is much discussed, along with his near obsession with built-in mobility, as in walls, doors, and partitions that hinge, swivel, fold, fan, and slide.

More eloquent, perhaps than all the essays are the photographs, mostly of the Maison de Verre’s interior but also of many exhibition installations and furniture. Such pieces and details as “La Religieuse” (a cubist statue of a lamp with alabaster shades), a wrought-iron table with three propeller-blade surfaces, and even the circular pattern of tiles in a drum-shaped shower drain attest to Chareau’s meticulous sense of form and performance.

In the most objective and acute essay, Kenneth Frampton discusses the Maison de Verre at length, even psychoanalyzes its male and female parts, but finally wonders if the house is really architecture or merely “a furnishing operation on a large scale.” Whatever the final judgment will be on Chareau, with this book we are at least now in a position to make one.
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Mechanisms of culture: The Machine Age in America, 1918-1941

By Carol Willis

When the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor in December 1941, nearly 30 million American households could tune in their radios to hear the breaking news. Back in November 1918, though, only a few amateur wireless operators might have overheard reports of the Armistice. Not until the autumn of 1920 was the first radio broadcast made to the public from a Pittsburgh garage. By 1922, nearly 50,000 American households had radios. The cost of an average set was still as high as $135 in 1920, but in 1941 a small molded-plastic Philco radio was advertised for $14.95. In the years between the wars, machines reshaped American culture, styling modernity in their own image. The machine and its influence on art and design is the subject of “The Machine Age in America, 1918-1941,” which remains on view at the Brooklyn Museum in New York, through February 16 before traveling to the Carnegie Institute in Pittsburgh (April 4-June 28), the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (August 16-October 15), and the High Museum of Art in Atlanta (December 1-February 14, 1988).

Conceived by Dianne Pilgrim, the curator of decorative arts at the Brooklyn Museum, and Richard Guy Wilson, a professor of architectural history at the University of Virginia, this long-awaited exhibition is at once a delight and a disappointment. People really seem to enjoy this show. They tend to visit it in pairs or groups, and they often talk and laugh as they tour. If one listens to them, one hears stories about their mother’s dishes or grandmother’s linoleum (“in a museum!”). The everyday objects in these galleries, like Prastian machines, evoke memories of individual lives. People “deconstruct” the show into a thousand personal histories.

The curators intended something more high-minded. This is, after all, a tasteful museum installation, not a flea-market of material culture: objects are enshrined in glass cases and are separated as discrete works of art. The show is broad-minded, though, in its attitude toward quality. It features many truly tacky items and designs by anonymous, in-house company stylists. Unfortunately, by treating all artists and objects as equal, the curators ignore important distinctions between high style and popular design, upper-class clients and mass-culture consumers. For a show of this ambitious scale, their thesis that the machine became a “defining force” in American culture seems too simplistic.

The lobby, however, does offer a brilliant introduction. Eyes open wide as visitors enter the museum’s foyer. On the right, at an angle to the ceiling hangs a bright blue and yellow monoplane; on the left, a 1926 Chrysler Airflow gleams a perfect platinum finish. Through the ornamental grilles of abstract gears, zig-zags, and spirals from the offices of the Chann Construction Company blare the brash colors of Joseph Stella’s great five-panel painting The Voice of the City of New York, Interpreted. Other large pieces include a mural from the WNYC broadcast studio and a radio set mounted in a disc of blue mirror-glass. Designed by Walter Dorwin Teague in 1937, it was called Blueboid—of happiness, no doubt, for its proud owner. This shiny array of icons makes it clear that the galleries will integrate the fine and decorative arts with industrial, interior, and product design, and that the machine will be interpreted in its broadest sense as an object, subject, process, or symbol. The lobby convinces us that there was indeed a euphoric time between the world wars aptly called the Machine Age.

But the insistence that the Machine Age was a single, coherent period is actually the show’s fatal flaw. In the exhibition as a whole and in the installation of the individual galleries, the curators have purposefully ignored chronology, mixing work of the 1920s and ‘30s and homogenizing the decades. While the intelligent text panels that introduce each of the sections and a superb 10-minute film presentation repeatedly emphasize the great changes that took place in American society in these years, the installation itself mistakenly denies the differences between the decades.

That style is the unacknowledged subject of this show becomes apparent in the arrangement of the main galleries. The first section, The Vertical City, evokes an air of penthouse chic. On display are Art Deco chairs and radio sets in the stepped-back shapes of New York skyscrapers, a pair of silver dancing slippers, and a mink-trimmed, gold-brocade evening coat with abstract motifs. The cubistic, faceted planes of a silver coffee service designed by Erik Magnussen, the tipsy urban images on a ceramic punch bowl by Viktor Schreckengost, and a chrome-plated cocktail shaker and glasses by Norman Bel Geddes, among other objects, make clear the importance of high-society lifestyles and prestige designers on the development of this esthetic.

The next sections—Decorative Geometry, Machine Purity, and Streamlining—deal much more directly with machine imagery and manufacture, although the categories are not neat, and some objects seem to be in the wrong section. Machine Purity, for example, contains many pieces of sleek metal furniture, but also a bulky upholstered lounge chair by Paul Frankl. The section is graced by a spectacular model for the PSFS Building in Philadelphia by Howe and Lescaze, and Richard Neutra’s striking perspective of the Lovell Health House. The Streamlining section includes prototype models for a teardrop-shaped motor car and an ocean liner by Norman Bel Geddes, as well as streamlined household appliances like the faithful Electrolux vacuum cleaner and the 1941 Petipton iron with airflow-styled wings, designed to swish through daily drudgery.

Yet the socialites who danced in the silver slippers or the golden evening wrap surely never used an iron—or, if they did, it was because the Depression dramatically altered their circumstances. They are separated by both time and class from the happy housewife and her Petipton. Of course, one couldn’t expect the curators to state this directly, but they effectively discourage any such observations by blending work of different decades and by grouping progressive designs by tastemakers like Bel Geddes and Teague with later, mass-market copies.

In the first two sections, The Vertical City and Decorative Geometry, most of the objects date from the 1920s, while in the last two, the majority are from the 1930s. Had these pieces simply been arranged chronologically, they would have revealed significant changes over the period. Designs of the 20s are more urban and upper-class, feature rich materials and traditional craftsmanship, and reflect influences absorbed from Parisian art, either avant-garde or Moderne. Designs of the 30s, by contrast, are metal, middle-class, and machine-made—or inspired by machines, with sleek lines and an image of speed or economy.

The democratization of both machinery and the machine aesthetic during the 1930s through advertising, marketing, and mass consumption ought to have been the focus of the show. The curators’ next sections, which are called Domesticating the Machine, Technology and New Uses of Materials, and Selling the Machine, as before, however, the installation confuses rather than clarifies these issues. The rich visual material and the vital role of advertising art—as well as its complex relationship to...
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Circle 55 on inquiry card
the avant-garde—is unaccountably underplayed. The curators shrink from the subject of commercialism, even though (it is worth noting in this day and age) this show has no corporate underwriter, but is funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities and the J. M. Kaplan Fund.

Time marches on, but the show doesn't. A section dubbed The Machine in the Landscape offers an interlude of paintings, photographs, and architectural renderings dating from 1920 through 1941. Although the paintings and drawings in the exhibition as a whole are generally uninspiring, this room contains most of the show's best, including industrial landscapes by Demuth, Sheeler, O'Keeffe, and Steichen. Organized around specific themes—World's Fairs, Visions of the Future, and The Menace of the Machine—the penultimate sections present the same melange of fine and applied arts as the previous rooms. The final section, dubbed Emergence of a New Age Art, introduces biomorphic designs under the rubric of "humanizing the machine." These last sections seem to contradict both the curators' basic interpretation of the Machine Age as a period unified by an optimistic attitude toward technology and their emphasis on a mechanomorphic style. Does the period really end in the early '40s, as they hint, with the atomic bomb? That is the oft-cited cliché, but the popular belief in the beneficence of science during the 1920s and '30s is evident in the products of the Miners and Workers of America, the Adams and the Cassatts of the day. The central concern was not the machine, but man and his place in the changing world.

The central conceit of this show is style—or rather, style, because art and design in the Machine Age embraced designs for images of the period—the relation of man, machine, art, and money. The photographs that do appear are of stunning quality, be they the fine-art prints of Steiglitz, Strand, and Steichen; the work commissioned by industry or advertising agencies from artist-photographers like Steichen and Sheeler; the photojournalism of Margaret Bourke-White; WPA documentary photos of Berenice Abbott; or the work of commercial professionals like Thurman Rotan. In these pictures machines appear in abstraction and in precisionist detail, as subject and as symbol, as art and as commerce. Two contrasting visions of the relation of man and machine represent two of the few human figures in the exhibition and therefore remind us of man's absence. For writers of the period, the term "Machine Age" carried no positive or negative connotation: it simply described the new condition of modern life. Some social theorists regarded their increasingly mechanized society with anxiety, others with confidence, but for all, the central concern was not the machine, but man and his place in the changing world.

Top: Pencil sharpener, 1932; Raymond Loewy, designer. Below left: Table lamp, c. 1935; designer unknown. Below right: Cocktail smoker, 1934; William J. Campbell, designer.
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Acts of faith

From time to time there is news of another painted Madonna that weeps real tears, another tattered scrap of cloth said to bear the traces of a long-dead saint. Whether or not the reported miracle turns out to be scientifically verifiable is, in a sense, irrelevant to its authenticity as a religious emblem. The urge to grasp the intangible is a perennial impulse, even though the longed-for connection may not require the physical presence of a wonder-working talisman. Theological symbols can run the gamut from figurative imagery to abstraction, but if they are to represent something more than historical relics for the iconographer to catalog, the faithful must continually invest them with fresh meaning. As a durable testament to shared beliefs passed on through generations, architecture can be one of the supreme religious symbols. For the same reason, however, it can also commemorate the vanity of ecclesiastical bombast, the triteness of mechanical ritual, and the emptiness of bogus fellowship.

Familiar architectural formulas may offer superficial reassurance in changing times, but fail to address the pressing concerns of contemporary life. Radical novelty may generate drama, but obscure the solid background of tradition. Liturgical reform may specify new settings and furniture for common worship, but leave their esthetic realization to individual choice. There are no quantifiable guidelines for success in this building type, no square-footage standards for meditative space, no acoustic formulas for hearing other voices. The architect of religious structures need not be conventionally religious himself, but must believe in the power of his art to nurture the faith of others.

The three projects in this portfolio illuminate very different ways of adapting venerable archetypes to present needs, of addressing the sacred and the profane. Grace Place, a Chicago church and community center which might be nicknamed the Loft of the Transfiguration, literally and metaphorically embodies the discovery of sanctity amid the mundane framework of urban life. A demountable tabernacle, or sukkah, installed on a San Francisco rooftop during the Jewish harvest festival of Sukkot is a three-dimensional celebration of natural and spiritual renewal, and an offering from one community to an entire city. More problematic, perhaps, because it dedicates a fundamentally religious building form to quasi-secular use, is a hotel wedding chapel in Japan that glorifies the mystic force of architecture pure and simple. Douglas Brenner
Chicago's Grace Episcopal Church has moved house five times during the last 180 years. Like the heroine of a Victorian novel, Grace rose from humble origins in a "little wooden box" to wealth, prestige, and a series of ever-grander addresses, only to be abandoned by fashionable society, lose her worldly finery, and find herself in straitened circumstances in the Loop. There is, of course, a happy, if anachronistic, ending, which leaves Grace among the yuppies, getting her act together in a redone loft on gentrified Printers Row.

It could be a tale of almost any American city, although Grace Episcopal has been more resourceful than many urban churches in adapting to demographic and economic change. In the 1960s, having rededicated its mission to serving the downtown business community, Grace found quarters in a Loop office building. More recently, sensing the need for a ministry among the new residential population of the renovated South Loop, the church acquired its present site, a former printing plant on South Dearborn Street. Owing to zoning codes, the building is officially a community center; hence its coy, unchurchly name, Grace Place. The unconventional locale appealed to Grace's rector, the Reverend William Casady, as a tangible gesture of solidarity with neighbors who live and work in similar surroundings. The unorthodoxy seemed appropriate in other ways, as well. "We lost Sunday morning a long time ago," Casady observed recently. "Urban lifestyles today just don't fit into what the parish church used to be. Most of the people around here leave town Friday night and we're still trying to discover how to catch them during the week." So far the most successful attractions have been concerts, service-group meetings—and architecture. "People come in for some activity and then come back," says Casady, "The building does that. People are spellbound."

Architects Booth/Hansen & Associates first approached the renovation skeptically, despite a long-term commitment to Printers Row. Laurence Booth was a pioneer in the area, and the firm's own office is just up the street from Grace. Still, it took a leap of faith to envision a spiritual sanctuary where printers used to toil. The possible pitfalls were obvious: too slick a remodeling might suggest the secular chic of trendy flats and showrooms; religious trappings too obviously "laid-on" would at best only proclaim the impropriety of the given setting, and at worst seem downright false. Booth/Hansen tidied up the exterior and replaced damaged windows, wisely leaving the bulk of the street facade intact. Inside, however, notwithstanding the soundness of turn-of-the-century structure, simple discretion was clearly not enough. Even after shabby partitions and tin ceilings had been ripped down, ink-stained floors sandblasted clean, and posts and beams revealed, the basic interior might have been just another stack of lofts awaiting sofas and potted ficus. The transformation began with the architect's brave decision to raise the sanctuary to the second story—denying easy access direct from the street, yet immediately endowing the church with an air of mystery and meditative retreat. Happily, the ground-level storefront provided an ideal location for a multiuse parish hall, visible to passersby who might be tempted to drop in (unhappily, the niches and checkerboard flooring installed here suggest the elevator-lobby décor of a smart apartment house—lower photo left).

If openness is the signal virtue of Booth/Hansen's intervention downstairs, enclosure and light are transcendent powers on the floor above (opposite and overleaf). There, standing free of its brick shell, a new oval screen wall, painted white, bounds the space for worship like an ethereal Stonehenge in a hewn-timber forest. Awareness of the old building's solid armature only intensifies the magical luminosity of the aureole within. Sunlight streams onto the altar from a toplit well, and filters gently among the congregation through triangular-headed arcades. Reminiscence of Gothic ambulatories, transepts, and other traditional forms is almost subliminal. The one overtly religious symbol, a metal fishplate cross, is essential reinforcement—a serendipitous lesson Father Casady is fond of pointing out.
while implying an infinite upward vista. Booth/Hansen strove for allusive rather than literal symbolism, regarding the entire project as a parable for the immanence of the sacred in the mundane. At the same time, the designers could not resist elongating a necessary metal brace to emphasize its Roman-cross shape (its technical name, "fishplate," aptly evokes another Christian emblem).
Except for diagonal beams inserted when the skylight was cut through, all woodwork is original. New curved walls are lath and plaster, crisply edged and painted white to stand out against the worn textures and darker hues of their surroundings. Splayed window embrasures enhance the inward-looking aspect of the sanctuary. The ball-footed altar, mounted on a demountable dais, was custom-made for this space. Pews and other furniture come from earlier churches; the marble font (opposite right) survives from a chapel designed by Bertram Goodhue for a Grace Church chapel destroyed by fire in 1915. Fluorescent uplights atop the ellipse and track fixtures between the joists complement natural illumination and permit variable effects for services or concerts.
Raising the harvest home

"Ye shall dwell in booths for seven days... that your generations may know that I made the Children of Israel to dwell in booths, when I brought them out of the land of Egypt... " (Leviticus 23:39-43). Down the millenia since the Exodus, Jews have followed this Biblical injunction by erecting temporary shelters in which to celebrate the week-long autumn festival of Sukkot (the inspiration, it is said, for the original Thanksgiving feast of America's pilgrim fathers). Customarily adorned with fruits and vegetables of the harvest season, and disassembled at the end of the holiday, the outdoor booth, or sukkah, that commemorates the tabernacles of the ancient wanderers may equally well be a rudimentary latticework frame raised above a family patio or an elegantly crafted pavilion on the grounds of a synagogue. Simple or elaborate, every sukkah embodies an archetypal dwelling in the wilderness, a symbolic role that takes on heightened meaning in the context of a modern American city. This hopeful intertwining of past and present binds the conceptual structure of architect Stanley Saitowitz's design for a sukkah on the roof of San Francisco's Jewish Community Federation Building. Barely taller than the reach of a child astride a grown-up's shoulders, the transplanted Biblical hut nonetheless makes its singular mark against a background of downtown skyscrapers and the Bay Bridge. Seen from the freeway before holiday decorations have been applied (above), the bare frame of the sukkah could be another piece of abstract sculpture on the corporate skyline; only when organic ornament is in place for Sukkot (overleaf) does the skeletal penthouse unmistakably come alive as a tabernacle for ancestral memory and faith in continuing rebirth.

Saitowitz's project was the winning entry in an invitational sukkah competition co-sponsored by the Jewish Community Museum and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, architects of the Federation Building, which houses the three-year-old museum. Submissions from Bay Area artists and architects were judged by rabbis William Z. Dalin and Brian Lurie; Helaine Fortgang, director of the museum; architecture critics Barbara Goldstein and Alan Temko; and Marc Goldstein, a partner at S. O. M. The jury necessarily gave theological concerns the same weight as structural and esthetic criteria, partly because the specifics of sukkah building have been the subject of detailed analysis by venerable Jewish commentators, but also because the museum wanted a space where visitors might touch the traditions of an entire people, rather than admire the unique imaginations of a single artist.

As a boy in South Africa, Stanley Saitowitz sang Hebrew songs at Sukkot in the shade of woven leaves, ate sponge cake with wine, and shook the ceremonial lulaf (a palm branch bound with twigs) and etrog (citron), just as San Franciscans do now in his sukkah by the bay. Like the architect's memories of holidays past, Saitowitz's design ties a specific locale to universal themes of Jewish experience. Formal echoes of diagonal bridge trusses and the roof-line and triangular logo of a neighboring YMCA subtly, even playfully, relate the pavilion to an improbable contemporary setting, while references to religious texts and iconography ground the sukkah in a deeper cultural context. The openwork timber frame conforms to the 5,000-year-old idea of an impermanent structure roofed with tree branches, reeds, rushes, or sticks through which one can see the stars. Though Saitowitz was true to the letter of rabbinic law, he used geometry and color to amplify the metaphorical resonance of time-honored conventions. Posts, joists, and bracing that recall the supports of a primitive shelter also imply the trunks and limbs of schematic trees, which meet overhead to trace a star of David: the tree of life sustains the children of Israel. Every year the architect composes a new scheme of "vegetable orders" which young friends of the museum hang below the roof covering of palm and eucalyptus. Now dismantled and back in storage, the sukkah will reappear when it is time again to "take the fruit of goodly trees... and rejoice before the Lord."
Even though it is, by definition, impermanent, the sukkah must withstand wind and rain during its annual exposure on a San Francisco rooftop. Saitowitz incorporated four existing lampposts as structural anchors, to which 8-in.-diameter columns are bound with metal straps. Screws connect joist hangers and sheet-metal brackets for simple assembly and dismantling of the timber frame, which is hoisted onto the roof deck. Canvas panels lashed to the uprights lend shelter from the breeze (a special concern when Sabbath candles are alight inside) and allude to the tents of nomadic forebears. Ropes stretched over the roof star carry the sechach, or canopy of foliage. As many as 20 visitors can fit around the central table at holiday parties and study groups. Hailing the sukkah as "a living symbol of what our tradition is about," Helaine Fortgang of the Jewish Community Museum explains the building's festive purpose: "I want to engage people so that they say, 'This is wonderful. Why don't we in a simpler way build a sukkah at home?'

Sukkah
The Jewish Community Museum
San Francisco
Architect:
Stanley Saitowitz, Architect—
Stanley Saitowitz, design architect;
Daniel Luis, Frank Wang, assistants
Construction:
Durney Brothers—Max Durney
Buddhism and Shinto profoundly govern the religious and philosophical world view of most Japanese, an outlook unchanged by sporadic waves of conversion to Christianity and popular interest in Western cults. A few Christian symbols figure nonetheless among the host of alien ways assimilated into everyday life in Japan, though their borrowed meaning rarely rings any truer than the commercial jollity of a department store Santa Claus on the Ginza. One of the more curious appropriations is the fashion for non-Christian Japanese couples to be married in Christian churches. So widespread is this vogue that many hotels, the usual venues for wedding receptions, have built churches next to their banquet facilities. The idea conjures up images of Las Vegas-style vulgarity, yet the actuality can be surprisingly dignified and even affecting. An unusually distinguished case in point is a non-denominational Christian chapel designed by Tadao Ando for the Rokko Oriental Hotel, on Mt. Rokko near Kobe. The hotel commissioned the 2,400-square-foot annex primarily for "bridal business," and arranged with Kobe clergymen to conduct special "ecumenical" nuptials for non-Christians, or preside over conventional rites when appropriate. No other services take place there, although hotel guests are welcome to use the chapel for private devotions.

Ando's architecture has always been somewhat ecumenical in intent, uniting Japanese tradition and modern technology in elementary, often starkly abstract, relationships of geometry, space, and light. Like his master, Louis Kahn, Ando strives for palpable texture that touches on universal essences. It seems only fitting, given the eclectic cultural origins of the Mt. Rokko chapel, that Ando should have wandered even farther afield than usual for esthetic inspiration. His professed model is the Romanesque monastery of Sénanque, in the countryside east of Avignon. Ando describes his memories of a visit there in typically Kahnian terms: "The building is enfolded by a valley, and it is almost as if the site had demanded the monastery . . . The very air of the dark interior space, enclosed simply by roughly cut stone, seems viscous. This is a sacred space forgotten by modern architecture . . . And what makes the place sacred is the light—the limited light introduced by the small panels of stained glass set in the thick walls. In this space one can discover how to control light rigorously. The monastery at Sénanque has become the archetypal church in my mind." The specifics of the projected chapel in Japan inevitably deviated from this archetype: the site, a steep mountainside, overlooked an industrial metropolis; the building materials of choice were steel and concrete; and the program called for something quite different from the secluded retreat of a religious order sworn to chastity.

Undaunted by present contingency, Ando has clung to his own ideal. Within the limited area available in the precipitous terrain, he separates the chapel as far as possible from the hotel, using physical distance to impart a sense of contemplative removal; garden walls and an enclosed arcade further define an independent precinct. As the primary downhill approach route from the hotel, the arcade forms a transition between profane and sacred, or at least a sort of architectural rite of passage between nature and art. Frosted glass walls and vaults transfigure foliage and sky into fleeting patterns of colored light and shadow across a man-made grid. The utterly simple, boxlike mass of the chapel itself could almost be an ideogram for church and campanile translated into three-dimensional reality. Ando sustains this conceptual purity by selectively insulating the interior of the church from the landscape. The building turns its back on the spectacular view of Kobe and Osaka Bay, and the only window wider than a slit gives onto a shallow embankment and a wall. The merest glimpse of life or color—a patch of greenery, a sunbeam warming naked concrete, a bridal bouquet—seems a minor miracle inside the austere, coolly introverted chamber. Any wedding here, one feels, must seem a solemn mystic ritual, transcending boundaries of East and West or religious creed. The steel cross above the altar almost looks superfluous.
Beyond a steel door recessed in an open bay of the processional arcade, an elbow turn forms a vestigial narthex leading to a raised platform at the rear of the nave (center photo this page). The main interior volume is a double cube of exposed concrete paved with rough Japanese slate. Ando's stated aim here was "to purify space by reducing architectural materials to naked matter." The manipulation of light to articulate a masonry enclosure, animate a simple space, and infuse a sense of directional movement bespeaks the architect's close study of Cistercian monastic churches. The tightly framed view of a walled berm, on the other hand, evokes the Japanese tradition of confined gardens implying larger landscapes (at left in top and bottom photos). Custom-made steel furniture—ranging from pews to lectern and cable-hung cross—conforms to Ando's severe aesthetic. Cantilevered jardinières hold bouquets.
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A gathering of fragments
Robert O. Anderson Building
Los Angeles County
Museum of Art
Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer
Associates, Architects
The remaining segments of the original plaza between the Anderson addition and the Pereira buildings have been transformed into a plastic sandwich-panel-covered ceremonial staircase and courtyard (plans). Flanked by towering, terra-cotta-clad columns, a donor-inscribed granite fountain (middle left), and the "pillowed" wall of the new wing (bottom left), the grand entrance axis imparts the essence of LACMA's new monumentality (opposite page). Its dramatic procession from Wilshire Boulevard past the Bing and Hammer Buildings ends in the Times Mirror Central Court (top left), a 40,000-square-foot space intended to orient the public to the reconfigured museum. Walkways elevated over the courtyard connect the Anderson Building to the collections on the upper floors of the older structures (top left and plans).
"I didn't want the art to be subordinated to the architecture," maintains LACMA's director, Earl "Rusty" Powell III, who held up the galleries of his former employer, the National Gallery in Washington, to HHPA as models for the Anderson Building's interiors. The architects responded to his mandate for Beaux-Arts grandeur by organizing the upper two floors of the addition into enfilades of well-proportioned rooms which house the museum's permanent collection of 20th-century European and American art. Each of the three levels is varied through different finishes and changes in natural and artificial lighting to convey a separate character. The most traditional rooms are located on the top floor, bathed in daylight from roof skylights and decorated with maple-bordered carpets and ornamental moldings (middle left). At the western corner of this level, a triangular volume lined in glass block presents a sunny spot for sculpture, made even brighter by video artist Nam June Paik's wall of TV monitors entitled "Video Flag z" (top left). Placed within its double-height space is a steep flight of marble steps that descends to the floor below. The clear sense of procession throughout the building is strengthened by views out to sprawling Los Angeles through windows on the south (middle left) and balconies on the north (bottom left) that lead to the walkways connecting the Anderson Building to the Hammer Building. On the third level, a recessed balcony overlooking the grand entrance axis provides a showcase for sculptor John Mason's ceramic "Red X" and Robert Arneson's bronze and ceramic "Way West of Athens" (opposite page).

Robert O. Anderson Building
The Los Angeles County
Museum of Art
Los Angeles, California
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Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer
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World of Primates
Philadelphia Zoo
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown, Architects

Opened on July 1, 1874, the Philadelphia Zoo is the country’s oldest, and the first buildings on the 42-acre site in Fairmount Park included an elephant house, a restaurant, and twin gatehouses designed by Philadelphia’s architectural patriarch, Frank Furness. Over the years the zoo continued its practice of commissioning the city’s favorite architectural sons, although after several decades the novelty of an urban animal enclave diminished decidedly and attendance was lost to a new generation of amusement parks and Walt Disney-style extravaganzas. Reduced funds and increased operating costs forced indefinite postponement of necessary upkeep of the already outdated exhibits. What had begun as a collection of exotica gathered from around the world had deteriorated into tenement housing for the animal kingdom.

By the late 1970s the animals occupied only five percent of the zoo’s space—an embarrassing statistic in an era of supposed ecological awareness. In an effort to restore the zoo’s eminence and rescue its financial structure from imminent collapse, the board of directors appointed a new president in 1979; his agenda, mapped out in an aggressive 16-year master plan, is to gradually replace the legacy of rusted cages and their faux rock backdrops with naturalistic habitats more responsive to current wisdom on animal behavior and breeding patterns.

After designing a permanent installation for the Treehouse learning center at the children’s zoo (RECORD, September 1985, pages 120-125), Venturi, Rauch, and Scott Brown was asked to transform a modest-size lot located in the center of the zoo into a primate preserve. Although zoo officials had visions of 21 primate species inhabiting the thickets of their latest premier attraction, with the encouragement of the architects they reduced their selection to a more manageable group of eight. By placing the new holding facility along the zoo’s main walk—adjacent to the old Kangaroo House designed in 1907 by Furness’s former partner, George W. Hewitt, and converted into a primate information center (photo and plan, left and photo page 125)—the architects graciously left most of the one-acre site as open territory for the monkeys’ recreation. In addition, they deliberately compressed the building as much as possible—leaving sufficient space for the holding pens where the animals are kept at night—until it appears to be just an enormous billboard for the exhibit behind it. The building’s flattened, shoebox profile is interrupted by a massive chimney-like projection that houses the complex of air-intake and exhaust systems which execute the 14 air changes per hour required in the pens to keep the animals healthy. The architects applied a new variation of the familiar VRSB checkerboard brick pattern to the 217-foot-long front facade, accented here by painted latticework and signage around the openings, to minimize the building’s necessarily rather awkward proportions.

Although the materials were selected to harmonize with the neighboring masonry Pachyderm and Carnivores houses, the sleek surfaces and burnished sienna palette actually distinguish the World of Primates as a recent entry to the zoo’s architectural pantheon. Two entryways cut into the facade frame picturesque jungle views; once entered, the darkened, confined corridors imitate the glass-enclosed “animal bedrooms” that are on view. Curved balconies opposite the entrances project over the habitat and form a serpentine wall that is partly camouflaged by the lush landscape. Set into a network of waterways, the three islands that make up this ersatz rain forest have been manipulated with landscaped berms and tropical vegetation to block out other exhibits (site plan, page 122). And if this carefully constructed illusion of a wildlife sanctuary doesn’t fool the gorillas, orangutans, gibbons, drills, and lemurs who are encouraged to display their “natural” social behavior to hordes of visitors, it is surely appealing to those who can meander the pathways surrounding the World of Primates and observe, at an almost fearfully close range, the ways of the wild. Karen D. Stein
1. Keeper area
2. Animal bedroom
The interior of the old Kangaroo House (designed in 1907 by Frank Furness's former partner George W. Hewitt) was transformed by Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown into a primate information center, while its gingersnap exterior was left intact. Renamed the Discovery House, the building contains a diorama-style cage for marmosets, a species of miniature monkeys from South America. The modest budget precluded elaborate graphics to decorate the walls, so the architects enlisted artist Dennis Aufmeyer to create brightly colored jungle-like murals (opposite), which were painted on like wallpaper. Other attractions include "food prep viewing," where visitors can observe the keepers as they prepare the special granola mixture that is fed to the primates (the healthful diet is said to be partly responsible for the increased longevity of primates in captivity), and a test of strength display, where visitors can measure the strength of their grip compared to that of an average-size orangutan or gorilla.

The World of Primates is separated from the main circulation route of the zoo by a curved retaining wall.

Species of monkeys in their new primate center, Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown succeeded in convincing...
World of Primates
Philadelphia Zoo
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Architects:
Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown—Robert Venturi and John Rauch, principals-in-charge; James Bradberry, associate-in-charge; Roc Caivano, project architect (construction); Christine Mathew, project architect (exhibition); Margo Angervine, Rick Buckly, David Fox, Vince Hauser, Steven Izenour, Tim Lisle, Gabrielle London, Rick Mohler, Willis Pember, David Schaaf, Denise Scott Brown, Simon Tickel, James Timberlake, Ann Trowbridge, and Sherry Williamson, project team

Landscape architects:
Hanna-Olin, Ltd.—Laurie Olin, Robert Hanna, and Dennis McGlade, principals-in-charge; Chris Allen, project manager

Engineers:
Keast & Hood Co., Inc. (structural); Vinakur Pure Engineering Services (mechanical and electrical)

Construction management:
International Consultants, Inc.

Consultants:
Mary-Scott Cebul (exhibit); Grenald Associates (lighting); Glickman Associates (audiovisual); Dennis Aufery (mural); Fred Kreischel

Sculpture Workshop (sculpture)
This being Boston, the site of this 22-story office building was more difficult than most—irregular, surrounded by new and old buildings in the financial district, and bounded by narrow streets following Boston's proverbial cowpaths. The location offered no straightforward axes, and viewers will see the building mostly in fragmentary glimpses between other buildings.

Partner Arthur May, who designed the Summer Street building for Perry/Jaymont Venture, identifies the site's truncated L shape as the primary design issue; the L is created as the available building area angles around a state-owned vent stack for the railroad beneath the surface artery highway on the southwest edge. Because the L demands a building shape that is difficult to resolve at the sky, May started the design process at the top with a square of four pedimented towers. Two of the towers flank the major commercial entrance on Summer Street (opposite left), and one of those becomes half of another pair that turns the corner to flank the imposing bow front (this page) that faces South Station, from which many commuters to the financial district emerge daily. The remaining two towers peek over the eaves on Lincoln Street (opposite right). A small fifth tower just above the base splices the large bullnose and a galleria entrance.

Additional design problems asserted themselves at the base of the building, where a number of five-story 19th-century buildings from Boston's former leather district still remained. The Boston Redevelopment Authority wanted the architects to retain these facades out of respect for the historic district. The Summer Street facade will consist entirely of these old buildings except for the central entrance, which replaces a two-story building from the 1950s, while the facade along the surface artery is entirely new. The old buildings were in effect excavated to within 6 feet of their surfaces and new floors carefully brought out so that old windows can serve new offices.

Materials, apart from the stone and brick of the existing facades, will combine a buff-colored granite and limestone-colored precast concrete—the flat surfaces granite, the more complex shapes, like cornices, pediments, and keystones, concrete. At one point, May toyed with the idea of hiding the vent stack with a Classical front of concrete (at left of the galleria entrance on this page), but concluded without apparent regret that the camouflage would cost too much and that the red-brick comported well with local materials.
In Washington, there are, of course, no skyscrapers: Congress froze the building height at 10 stories in 1906. And the context of this nine-story spec office building is difficult to define: the last parcel in a roughly triangular urban-renewal zone designated by Congress in the 1950s, bounded on two sides by Amtrak and on the third by the Southwest Expressway, with Pei's L'Enfant Plaza complex, Breuer's double-Y-shaped HUD building, and Edward Stone's white marble Department of Transportation building as immediate neighbors, and with the Mall and official Washington north of the railroad (location plan below).

Despite its governmental Modern neighbors, however, the building's broader context is governmental Classicism, which suggested to architect Robert Evans without further ado the classic tripartite organization of base, middle, and top. Moreover, the typical federal office building of the '20s and '30s, less lavishly designed than their departmental headquarters, brought their office floors all the way down to the sidewalk—without the enlivening presence of shop windows. The developers of this building, Boston Properties, envisioned retail facilities around the entry, until the U. S. International Trade Commission became the building's major tenant. Then vivacity was sacrificed to a more appropriate institutional character (perspective at right). A granite base will wrap the two lower floors, and projecting granite bands at the third and seventh floors will define the three divisions of the limestone-colored precast concrete wall; reflective glass fenestration will screen an ITC courtroom along the sidewalk.

Observing that similar Washington buildings tend to be very long and quite repetitive, and that their designers tended to treat the ends stylistically to denote a stopping place, Evans similarly stopped the 300-foot-long facade at one end with a rounded tower and topped it with a gazebo for brown-baggers. Facing the square steeple of St. Dominic's church, the tower creates a gateway to the city across the highway exit that bevels one corner of the site.
For a 55-story office tower in Seattle, designer Pedersen quite clearly drew on his ideal square for the building’s shape. Nonetheless, the square form was an early choice based less on idealism than on a perceived need for multiple frontality to exploit splendid views in all directions: the Second Street front of the building faces Elliot Bay, the Third Street front faces Lake Washington and the mountains, while the sides respectively face Pioneer Square and the financial district, two areas in the process of developing toward each other to establish a linear urban pattern. This building and Venturi’s projected art center will occupy the symbolic middle.

The building’s base could not, however, adhere to the square plan because of a number of contextual, if nonarchitectural, conditions: the steep gradient of Seattle’s streets; the different characters of Second Street, with its low-rise retail buildings, and Third Street, with its high-rise office buildings; and the existence at one corner of the landmark Brooklyn Building. The 19th-century building is retained as a kind of asymmetric pylon (at left), while two new pylons symmetrically embrace a landscaped court (opposite). The plaza was a particular insistence of the developer, Wright Runstad & Company, which has included similar amenities elsewhere for the people of Seattle, who when they get fine weather like to take advantage of it.

The apparent squareness above the base is somewhat illusory since the tower plan is sequentially inflected as it rises—from intersecting circle and square near the base, to a simple square toward the top, to a cruciform just below the peak (plans opposite bottom). Three heavy columns create 30-foot-square bays at each corner to support the structure; clad in honey-colored granite, the bays also reinforce the tower’s visual squareness. The tall bow windows, which will create a vertical compositional form at the center of each face, will be green glass.

For this project, KPF is associated with the Seattle firm The McKinley Architects, who are the architects of record.
KPF’s practice of defining the street line to demark the edges of the public realm proved more easily said than done in the case of this 65-story tower in Chicago; the owners, Lincoln Properties, are developing only the central part of the site now, leaving two corners along Wacker Drive for later development (site plan below). Only on Franklin Street at the “back” of the building (far left) could designer Pedersen let the tower descend flush to the sidewalk. On Wacker Drive (near left), a barrel-vaulted garden court will lead to the octagonal tower that is partly subsumed in the larger building. Narrower glass galleries affixed to the base of the Wacker Drive diagonals will allow the future buildings, whoever develops and designs them, to tie into this one; one of Pedersen’s aims is to give future architects of nearby buildings adequate points of reference for proportions and alignments.

Because Chicago is the home of the steel frame, and because this context includes Sears Tower a block away, Pedersen wanted to emphasize structural verticality. More important, though, “My thesis is that the tall building needs to act as a facade,” an arrangement of self-contained visual elements linked and modulated to form a cohesive whole. The tripartite organization on Franklin Street takes in not only the height but the width of the facade: each of the three major vertical components is likewise divided horizontally into three—a central dense “column” of cinnamon-colored granite spandrels and edges, and lighter outer elements of glass and thin granite mullions separated into four-story layers by horizontal bands of green marble. Vertical bands of recessed windows with dark shadowed reveals separate the larger components from each other. The tower also carries four patterned courses, each two stories high and each having three medallions defined by granite edges cornered with green marble squares.

The garden court (right) will have exposed steel columns down its sides and steel arches overhead. It will be lighted from within at night, as will the translucent glass cylinders at the crown.
New products

Made in Germany

Though VOKO is the largest manufacturer of office systems in Europe, the West German company has yet to make its mark in the U.S. VOKO executives, however, are committed to raising their low profile in America with an ambitious expansion plan that will, over the next few years, bring VOKO to a design center near you. The company made its official U.S. debut last year in Texas, with a 3,800-sq-ft showroom in Houston’s Innova, designed by Professor Karl Dittert, the West German industrial designer responsible for much of VOKO’s product line. Certainly one of the more impressive products on display in the Houston showroom is VOKO’s Storage Wall System (3 and 6). Available in countless configurations and a variety of finishes, the modular floor-to-ceiling storage system and space divider gives new meaning to the old saw, “a place for everything and everything in its place.” The Storage Wall System can be specified with anything from wardrobes, bookcases, and storage racks, to first-aid centers, hide-a-beds, and kitchens. In the systems department, VOKO offers either ACM (for Activity Center Modules) or RMT (for Reconciliation of Man and Technology). The ACM system (1) features connectable, but freestanding, worksurfaces and tables, pedestals, storage units, and privacy panels, and is intended for teamwork concepts, technology-intensive operations, and data- and word-processing work environments. The ACM system features automatic height and incline adjustments for worksurfaces and tables to accommodate either seated (perhaps in a VOKO chair, photos 4 and 5) or standing workers. Hidden horizontal and vertical multi-channel raceways provide electrical access for a broad range of electronic equipment. ACM storage modules include underdesk and desk-height attached and mobile pedestals, full-height storage cabinets, and Super Drawer, a storage module that combines vertical, lateral, and shelf filing into a single unit that doubles as a space divider. The RMT system is a steel-based, radius-edge sandwich-construction system with 4-in.-thick acoustical panels (2). It integrates desks with automatic-incline tables, privacy panels, storage modules, and paper-flow technology. RMT offers numerous wood, laminate, fabric, and painted finish options, and the panels are available in a variety of widths, heights, and surface materials. VOKO U.S., Inc., Houston.
Charles K. Gandee
Circle 300 on reader service card
For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card.
Pre-engineered roofing
The Versigard PE pre-engineered roofing system designed for metal roofs is featured in a 4-page brochure. The literature includes product descriptions, a discussion of assembly options, flashing, edge options, and assembly diagrams. The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio. Circle 400 on reader service card.

Roof insulation
A 4-page color brochure describes the manufacturer's Foamglas R-tapered roof insulation series. Performance criteria, physical properties, average R-value charts, general product descriptions, and installation information are included in the brochure. Pittsburgh Corning Corp., Pittsburgh. Circle 401 on reader service card.

Urethane roof system
The Foster coating/urethane roof system, designed for use with sprayed-in-place urethane foam, is highlighted in a 6-page color booklet. The literature includes photographs of site applications, an insulation efficiency comparison chart, and product specifications. H. B. Fuller Co., Houston, Tex. Circle 402 on reader service card.

Single-ply roofing
A 6-page booklet detailing the wind-uplift resistance of the Hi-Tuff single-ply roofing system is available as part of the "Tech Fact" bulletin series. Included are velocity diagrams, rating charts, photographs, and detailed technical information. J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc., Northampton, Mass. Circle 403 on reader service card.

Membrane roofing
A 12-page color brochure describes the manufacturer's Derbitum multireinforced modified bitumen roofing membrane. Installation information, application photographs, product descriptions and specifications, and performance data are also included. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Toledo, Ohio. Circle 404 on reader service card.

Roofing
The Geocelx line of elastomeric coatings is featured in an 8-page color brochure. The literature discusses between-slab membrane roofing, inverted roofing systems, single-ply roofing, fluid-applied, and foam roofing. Cross-sectional diagrams and photographs are also included. Gaco Western, Inc., Seattle, Wash. Circle 405 on reader service card.

Rubber roof membrane
A 4-page color booklet highlights the manufacturer's EPDM sheet rubber roof membrane for new construction and reroofing applications. Detailed product descriptions are included, along with application and performance information. Photographs and specifications are featured as well. American Hydrotech, Inc., Chicago. Circle 406 on reader service card.

Rubber roofing
A 12-page color brochure features rubber roofing systems intended for commercial and industrial applications. Included is an analysis of roof systems under a variety of conditions, including structural movement, ponding water, deterioration, and environmental factors. North American Roofing Co., Inc., Carmel, Ind. Circle 407 on reader service card.

Roofing systems
The manufacturer's roofing and waterproofing systems' catalog reviews general requirements, special conditions, roof and flashing specifications, and special applications for built-up roofing systems. Also included in the 32-page brochure are waterproofing and damproofing systems. Koppers Co., Inc., Pittsburgh. Circle 408 on reader service card.

Roofing warranties
A series of pocket-size brochures includes such titles as "evaluating roofing systems," "how to reduce the risks in selecting a roofing system," and "evaluating single-ply systems." One other brochure evaluates roofing warranties based on inspection services, quality, and the manufacturer's track record. Teltex, Inc., North Branford, Conn. Circle 409 on reader service card.

Metal roofing
A 20-page color catalog features the manufacturer's line of metal roofing, and fascia and wall systems for commercial, industrial, and residential construction. The brochure includes detail drawings, hat and channel framing members, and flashing for roof and mansard panels. Engineered Components, Inc., Stafford, Tex. Circle 410 on reader service card.

Standing-seam roof system
An 8-page product and installation guide highlights the manufacturer's standing-seam roof system. Product features and benefits, dimensional diagrams, load tables, design considerations, recommended details, and suggested specifications are reviewed. Chicago Metallic Corp., Chicago. Circle 411 on reader service card.
An award created to recognize and reward outstanding work.

A distinguished panel of judges will review entries in two areas, new construction and reconstruction/restoration. The winner in each category will receive a $10,000 award. Entries will be judged based on overall design.

Requirements

Entries may include any type of structure, and should be submitted in one of two categories—new construction or reconstruction/restoration. Projects must have been completed in the U.S. or Canada within five years of the date of judging (between May 1982 and May 1987). Entries must be submitted by a registered U.S. or Canadian architect. The project must incorporate a single-ply roofing membrane system based on Hypalon® synthetic rubber.

How to enter

Mail the entry form below to Du Pont by March 2, 1987. A submission binder will be sent to you. There is no charge to enter.

Submission requirements include a two-page description; a site plan and floor plans; photographs that clearly show the intent of the design; and a narrative that explains how and why Hypalon was used.

Specific photographic requirements include the following 8" x 10" black and white or color photographs: all exteriors; perimeter shots to show surroundings; and significant interior shots. Optional photos include an aerial shot and exposed angles of the building's roof. Entries in the restoration category must include exterior and interior prints of the structure indicating its before and after condition. In addition, five 35 mm slides will be required.

Project authorship will be concealed. Submission binders are to be returned to Du Pont by May 1, 1987.

The 1987 jury
Laurence Booth, FAIA
Chicago, Illinois
Robert A.M. Stern, FAIA
New York, New York
Richard Guy Wilson, Hon. AIA
University of Virginia, Charlottesville

The jury will select a project in each category that most clearly demonstrates excellence in architectural design. Consideration will be given to the success with which the project meets its individual requirements. The size and location of a project will not be a factor in judging. The judges will meet in May.

Awards will be made at a special ceremony to be held in Orlando, Florida, the week of the 1987 American Institute of Architects Convention, June 19—22.

Du Pont reserves the right to reprint and duplicate all materials in promotions. Rights should be cleared for publication.

The decision of the judges will be final and made independent of Du Pont. When the architect submits an entry, he or she agrees to comply with the jury decision. Composition of the jury is subject to change without notice.

This program is not affiliated with or sponsored by the American Institute of Architects.

I will submit______ entries in the 1987 Du Pont Hypalon Excellence in Architecture Awards Program in the______ New Construction______ Reconstruction/Restoration category.

NAME______________________(please print)

TITLE______________________

FIRM NAME_________________

ADDRESS___________________

CITY_______________________STATE________ZIP________

Return to: The Du Pont Hypalon Excellence Awards Program Suite 300, 150 Monument Road Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
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What made manual AEC drawing obsolete in Japan?

Hitachi HICAD GM-1000™ micro-CADD software.
Now, for $1,950, you can use the design tool that's #1 in Japan.

In Japan, efficient space utilization is a well-honed science. It has to be. That's why Hitachi dedicated a division with more than 3,000 software engineers to streamlining AEC design and drafting tasks. The result is the HICAD GM-1000 software package—a dramatic improvement in drawing productivity.

The HICAD GM-1000 software package brings full-function CAD system capability to your desk top, turning your IBM PC®, XT®, AT® or compatible into a CAD workstation.

HICAD GM-1000 gives you the features you need the way you need them—easy to learn and use. HICAD GM-1000 provides prompts, error messages, and a help button to guide you.

Walls, windows, doors, floors, details, and site plans can be drawn free hand or automatically constructed, then combined, moved, copied, rotated, or scaled to create complex layouts. All entities are stored in a mathematical database that allows high-speed dynamic pan and zoom without interrupting another function.

User definable features include menus, keyboards, mouse, line styles, batches, and advanced macros. Dimensioning, leader lines, balloons, and fail-safe ten-command storage are automatic. Drawings may be separated into as many as 255 layers and displayed independently or grouped.

HICAD GM-1000 is a package that will make manual drawing obsolete for you too. Our demo will show you why. Send for details today.

IBM PC, XT, and AT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.

Hitachi America, Ltd.
Computer Division
950 Elm Avenue, San Bruno, CA 94066
Telephone: 1-800/842-9000 ext. 6672
In Canada: 1-800/843-9090 ext. 6672

HITACHI
Circle 69 on inquiry card

Image courtesy of Ragan Design Group
Accessible water cooler
Designed with help from a user survey, the EBEA-8 cooler features a molded wrap-around pressbar that can be operated by a light downward touch on front or side. The pliable bubbler is closer to the front of the cooler for easier access.

Standard finishes are gray, beige, walnut, sandalwood and almond vinyl; stainless steel and bronzetone may be specially ordered. Elkay Manufacturing Co., Oak Brook, Ill. Circle 301 on reader service card

Commercial fixtures
Suggested for restaurants, banks, hotel lobbies and other commercial applications, Spec Deco lighting designs include smooth, round swirl, and hexagon-shaped brass cylinders. Fixtures have an interior reflector of diffuse aluminum, and accept both high-pressure sodium and flood lamps. Lights may be pendant or ceiling-mounted. Benjamin Division, Thomas Industries Inc., Sparta, Tenn. Circle 304 on reader service card

Wall fixtures
Designed by Dennis Higgins for contract applications, wall-mounted fixtures diffuse light from standard incandescent bulbs through polyester-covered perforated aluminum shades. The vertical Jar light is particularly suitable for tight space requirements. Lazen Lighting Inc., New York City. Circle 306 on reader service card Continued on page 116

Exterior insulation coatings
Two finish options have been added to the Sencor hard coat, mechanically attached exterior wall system. Both products are flexible, weather- and ultraviolet-resistant, and available in a variety of factory-blended colors. Coatings may also be used over masonry, concrete and stucco. Sencor Systems Inc., Northbrook, Ill. Circle 302 on reader service card

Glass-top table
From this maker's contract line, the Griffiti dining table has a handworked ash wood pedestal base with mother-of-pearl button inlay. The table is 29-in. high with a half-in.-thick, 60-in. round, beveled glass top. IPP International, Paterson, N. J. Circle 303 on reader service card

SOURCE INFORMATION
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
SPECIFICATIONS
JOB INSPECTION SERVICE
Publishers of "Dimensional Stone—Volume III," the industry design and specification manual.

MARBLE INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, Inc.
33505 State St., Farmington, MI 48024
(313) 478-5558

Circle 70 on inquiry card
Preregistration:
The fee for preregistration for the
one-day Symposium is $100.00
which includes the day activities,
lunch, and cocktail party. The
deadline for preregistration is
January 31, 1987. Checks must be
sent prior to the deadline and
should be made out to Tishman
Research Corporation.

Registration:
Please contact Barbara Torre of
McGraw-Hill at (212) 512-2815 for
further information.

Symposium on
March 12, 1987 will
be $140.00
JØRN UTZON IN KUWAIT
– A LIVING ARCHITECTURE EXCLUSIVE

LIVING ARCHITECTURE is an international magazine, celebrating Scandinavian architecture and design

140 pages, printed in English with magnificent photographic essays covering a variety of design subjects from furniture to the latest in Scandinavian architecture, such as the Kuwait National Assembly Complex by the Danish architect Jørn Utzon and revisits to traditional classics, like Saarinen’s home at Hvitträsk in Finland.

Please mail to:
Living Architecture
Box 2076
1456 Copenhagen
Denmark

PLEASE ENTER MY SUBSCRIPTION TO LIVING ARCHITECTURE
4 ISSUES US $30,- (published twice a year)
Cheques are accepted in these currencies: US$ 30
Canada: CA$ 45/ Australia: AUS 51/ England: £ 22/ France: FRF 217/ W.Germany: DM 70
World wide delivery included
Single copy US $9

NAME:

PROFESSION:

ADDRESS:

COUNTRY:

PAYMENT:
ENCLOSED IN CHEQUE
CURRENCY/AMOUNT: ACCESS Diners Club Int. D

CHARGE MY CREDIT CARD NO.:

SIGNATURE:

LIVING ARCHITECTURE - MADE IN DENMARK. CIRCULATION 45,000 CPS. SUBSCRIPTION RATE: 4 ISSUES $30
"Nobel™", with its five sizes ranging from 8" x 8" to 24" x 24" and its nine unique granite colors, allows specifiers total design flexibility for those residential and commercial installations where elegance and function are required. Produced by Marazzi’s patented manufacturing process, "Nobel™" offers a durable glazed finish, easily maintained for a timeless appeal. For more information, contact American Marazzi Tile's Marketing Department at (214) 226-0110.
Porcelain glazed tile
Manufactured in Japan for this maker's World Collection, Reflecta iridescent porcelain tile can be used on walls and counters indoors, or set in panels for an exterior cladding application as shown here. The 2- by 4-in. product is supplied in 0.97 sq-ft sheets or as loose tile for hand set methods. Glaze colors available include Aurora (pictured), Bright Pearl and Smoked Chrome. American Olean Tile Co., Lansdale, Pa. Circle 311 on reader service card

Workstations
Specifically for data and word processing equipment requirements, DataGroup Series modular workstations may be ordered with full end panels as shown. Also pictured is the Storage Center lateral file unit, with radius drawer fronts. All stations are available in a number of enamel finishes compatible with this maker's pedestal and file units. Office Specialty, Chicago. Circle 313 on reader service card

Sound reduction matting
An open, compression-resistant nylon product, Enkasonic matting creates a sealed air barrier, shutting off transmission of impact and airborne sounds when installed under ceramic tile, hardwood, vinyl tile and other flooring. Its thinness is said to make the matting ideal for floor/ceiling designs that must meet rigid sound rating requirements. Geomatrix Systems, BASF Corp., Enka, N.C. Circle 312 on reader service card

Lounge seating
A lower, wider and deeper version of the Urbane chair, this Club Chair can be specified for lounge, restaurant or lobby areas. The birch frame is available in any of 7 finishes, including gray, red and green stains designed to coordinate with this maker's textile line. Donghia Furniture, New York City. Circle 314 on reader service card

Continued on page 165

ENERGY EFFICIENT CLEARSPAN SKYROOFS . . .
Another of our major advances in the state-of-the-art . . .
the Structures Unlimited "Skyroof" System!
A material that transmits diffused daylight to eliminate lighting energy usage in the daytime; that controls solar heat transmission to allow maximum heat gain for passive solar applications, or as little as 10% (compared with glass) to save air conditioning costs; that insulates up to 86% more efficiently than single glazing!
Combined with our engineered aluminum structural system, Clearspan Skyrrees up to 100 foot span are a reality.
Complete, under only one contract – one responsibility!

STRUCTURES UNLIMITED, INC.
P.O. Box 4105, Manchester, NH 03108 Phone 603-627-7887

Circle 74 on inquiry card
TIMELESS

In purpose and appearance, Ultrum site amenities are not restricted by time or space. Because they're constructed of only the finest materials: concrete reinforced with glass fiber, aggregate in stunning shades, fiberglass, Powder-Coated metals and hand-rubbed woods such as oak, redwood or purple heart. And we pay meticulous attention to texture, color and imaginative design. For more information, talk to your Gametime representative. Or write Gametime, Inc., Box 121, Fort Payne, AL 35967. Call 205/845-5610, telex 782 534.
Glazing seals
Now commercially available, foam-processed Santoprene thermoplastic rubber has improved thermal capabilities over the solid product, and can be precolored to match a range of design and appearance requirements. The glazing seal profile pictured was made 5 percent oversize to provide positive sealing in a formed aluminum channel where tolerances can vary. Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis. Circle 315 on reader service card

Steel office furniture
The Stratum line allows the user to add layers of color and function to the foundation of a freestanding desk: bridges, cabinets and display shelves are said to provide panel-hung storage and variety without the panels. The height-adjustable worktop has two wireports, each with outlets and access to an under-desk trough for wire storage. GF Furniture Systems, Inc., Youngstown, Ohio. Circle 316 on reader service card

Building board
A cement-based building board, Minerit comes in both multi-purpose and non-combustible forms, each offered in a number of thicknesses and panel sizes. The board is impact-resistant, and can be coated with natural stone for use as an exposed aggregate architectural panel. Sanspray Corp., Santa Clara, Calif. Circle 317 on reader service card

Tile flooring
Slip-resistant unglazed ceramic tiles are recommended for use in hotel lobbies, lounges, and pool areas. The quarry tiles do not require sealing. Metro Quarry and Ironrock are available in a total of 13 colors; tiles from each line can be combined in floor installations. Metropolitan Ceramics, Canton, Ohio. Circle 318 on reader service card

Sprinkler heads
Pictured are three sprinkler head types available for all commercial and industrial ceilings: recessed bulb (left), which extends 1/2-in. below the ceiling; standard chrome pendant bulb model; and a custom matched concealed-head sprinkler. Decorative heads work with standard 175 lb sprinkler systems, and are rated at 135 and 200 degrees. Firematic Sprinkler Devices, Inc., Shrewsbury, Mass. Circle 319 on reader service card

Masonry Beauty with Color

Tamms, the masonry color specialists.
We’re here to help you resolve decisions on materials and coatings, application techniques and special color matches. Together, we can make it easy for you to enhance almost all of your masonry projects with color.

Specify Tamms colors in . . .
. . . a wide-variety of pre-colored, coatings and stains for many exterior and interior decorative/protective applications.
. . . “no maintenance,” pre-measured integral colors for concrete, mortar, stucco and plaster.

Choose from an array of standard colors or request unique matches.
For assistance and technical information, call Tamms. Ask for our color cards and color sample kits.


Tamms
Color for the Construction Industry Since 1911

Circle 76 on inquiry card
And Winter snow. In every season of the year, Helios Modular Shelters are graceful, colorful structures for shade and shelter. Translucent by day, at night they are a cheerful, luminous accent that glows with underside lighting.

The pre-engineered Helios Modular Shelter is versatile. It can stand alone, or be joined and clustered in any formation that adapts to the requirements of your space. Hexagonal or square configurations in umbrella or inverted tulip shapes are standard.

More than just a pretty parasol, the Modular Shelter is the ultimate in practicality. It has a durable, ten-year-warranty membrane that can be left up through the year or demounted easily. The sturdy steel framework and membrane are engineered for heavy wind and snow loading, meeting many model building codes, and are shipped ready to install in less than a day.

Explore the many possibilities of the Helios Modular Shelter. Our literature tells all.

Helios is a leading fabricator of custom designed soft shell structures, used around the world for their flamboyant, curvilinear shapes, light weight and long life. Send us your idea sketch, we'll help turn it into reality.

HELIOS INDUSTRIES, INC.
Soft Shell Structures Division
Helios Industries, Inc.
20303 Mack Street
Hayward, California 94545, U.S.A.
Telephone (415) 887-4800
Telex 176226
Facsimile 4158870134

Helios Modular Shelters
at Saddlebrook, Wesley Chapel, Florida U.S.A.

Helios Modular Shelters
at Lighthouse Cove, Pompano Beach, Florida U.S.A.
Observations continued

commonly encountered in practice.

The focus is sharper still in the fifth
chapter, which looks at 25 specific
products ranging from protected
membrane roofing and wood
trusses to energy-management
control systems, all of which play a
part in the preceding examples.

Each of these chapters is well
served by plans, details, and
building sections, each paired with
ball diagrams. Equally important
for didactic purposes, the book is
exhaustively cross-referenced,
allowing the user to locate
applications of specific systems and
components, and vice-versa.

The sixth chapter provides a basis
for evaluating the success or failure
of the products, systems, and
buildings discussed in the preceding
chapters. The authors judge
performance using six criteria—
spatial, thermal, acoustical, visual,
air quality, and building integrity—
that form an essential critical
framework for evaluating the
available integration options. At
first glance, a high degree of
integration might appear to be
ideal, and Rush cites the archetypal
mud-and-thatch house as the
epitome of coordinated systems.

Here, structure, envelope,
mechanics, and interior are truly
unified, in that the same earth walls
provide support for the roof,
protection from rain, moderation of
temperature extremes, and a
finished interior surface.

However, the complex programs
and technologies of contemporary
buildings make such a high degree
of integration virtually impossible
to achieve, and it is not always
even desirable. Although a unified level
of integration might be possible
between two or perhaps three
systems (as in a tilt-up slab
building, where structure, envelope
and interior may be unified), a price
must be paid in terms of future
flexibility and expansion. Moreover,
the close coordination of design
disciplines required may be at odds
with fast-track design and
construction schedules. Conversely,
while a low level of integration (as in
a curtain-wall building, where the
envelope is largely independent of
the structure and interior finishes
are not be installed until later) may
be inefficient in its redundancy of
materials and “dishonest” in its
expression of structure and
function, it is more amenable to
both fast-track schedules and
future changes.

The final chapter is a detailed
primer on the theory used
throughout The Building Systems
Integration Handbook. Only time
will tell whether this theory, with its
matrices and ball diagrams, will
prove to be an oddity developed for
this book and thereafter forgotten.
Unnervingly at first, it seems, after
careful scrutiny, to be a valuable
tool of analysis. The same can be
said for the handbook as a whole,
which should endure as both a
reference and an instructional text.

With the exception of the section on
specific products, which is far from
comprehensive, its value is not at
the detail level of a Graphic
Standards but at the conceptual
design level. Read and digested, it
can change the way architects look
at and design buildings.

--

Sound Solutions
manufactures a complete range of
interior acoustical
products fabricated to
your standards of
design, colour and
performance.

Using our rigid
fibreglass and unique
resin hardened edge
system, we efficiently
solve your acoustical
problems, while you
create a unique
ambience. The fabric
is your choice, the
variety endless.

Representatives throughout
North America
(formerly Capaul Canada Ltd.)
SOUND SOLUTIONS SYSTEMS INC.
15 Webster Street
North Tonawanda, N.Y. 14120
(416) 674-0033
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Sensor works for everybody

There is a new generation of seating for the office of today. Sensor—the chair that accommodates every job and supports everybody’s work.

Sensor fits the way people move. It senses body movement and responds, adjusting to every move. It provides continuous comfort and support.

Sensor also has the lowest cost of ownership of any high-performance chair.

Sensor. It’s an evolution in comfort for everybody in the office.

For more information, contact your Steelcase representative or regional office. Or, dial toll-free 1-800-447-4700. Steelcase Inc., Grand Rapids, MI 49501.
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Corian®. The solid solution

Tough, non-porous CORIAN® resists wear in high-usage areas of virtually every shape and size.

Designing for problem areas such as those found in laboratories, banks or hotels requires a surface material that offers maximum design flexibility, durability and minimal maintenance. Du Pont CORIAN gives you all three, beautifully.

Unlike laminates or gel-coated products, CORIAN is solid. Its color and pattern go all the way through. CORIAN is tough and non-porous, so it can shrug off the daily grind of high usage. Ordinary stains wipe right off. Stubborn stains (even cigarette burns) rub off easily with cleanser. And fine sandpaper will remove accidental cuts without marring the beauty of CORIAN.

Like fine hardwood, CORIAN can be worked and shaped to fit most areas, even problem spaces. And you can combine CORIAN with many other materials for more individual designs (as shown below).

Send for more information on CORIAN.


*CORIAN is a registered Du Pont trademark for its building products. Only Du Pont makes CORIAN.
or problem areas.

Because of its beauty and toughness, CORIAN® was used for these stylish counters in an El Paso, Texas, bank.

With CORIAN®, stubborn stains and cigarette burns are removed with cleanser. Cuts and scratches can be sanded away.

CORIAN® is solid all the way through. Combine it with other materials for unique edge treatments.

CORIAN®
Solid Beauty That Lasts.

Because of its beauty and toughness, CORIAN® was used for these stylish counters in an El Paso, Texas, bank.

With CORIAN®, stubborn stains and cigarette burns are removed with cleanser. Cuts and scratches can be sanded away.

CORIAN® is solid all the way through. Combine it with other materials for unique edge treatments.

CORIAN®
Solid Beauty That Lasts.
From the United States you can call just about anywhere in the world through the vast, reliable AT&T Long Distance Network.

So, whether you’re doing business near the corn fields of Kansas or the rocky coast of Maine, the AT&T Long Distance Network is virtually as close as the nearest phone.

And, you can always count on the nationwide AT&T Long Distance Network’s quality service. Providing you with full service AT&T long distance operators ready to help place calls or give credit for misdialed long distance numbers.

And, whether you’re traveling around the country or to many foreign locations, it’s reassuring to know you have the AT&T Card.

Use the AT&T Card to plug into the AT&T Long Distance Network. To order your AT&T Card today, simply dial

1 800 CALL ATT, Ext. 229.

AT&T
The right choice.
New members! Any one of these
great professional
books for only
$2.89
as a premium with your first selection!
Values up to $89.50

The Master Architect: Conversations with Frank Lloyd Wright by J. P. Meehan
583122-4 Pub. P., $29.95 Club P., $22.95

Structural Engineering for Architects by K. R. Lauffer
583075-1 Pub. P., $47.95 Club P., $32.95

Restoring Old Buildings for Contemporary Use: An American Sourcebook for Architects and Preservationists by W. C. Shopland
483644-4 Pub. P., $29.95 Club P., $24.50

Building Construction Details: Practical Drawings by H. Banz
628717-3 Pub. P., $29.95 Club P., $19.95

Building Construction: A Manual of Site Planning and Design, 2/e by J. O. Simonds
74-480 Pub. P., $48.00 Club P., $37.95

Landscape Architecture: A Manual of Site Planning and Design, 2/e by H. Simonds
51716-3 Pub. P., $52.50 Club P., $42.25

Rendering Standards in Architecture and Design by S. W. Rich
583175-3 Pub. P., $52.50 Club P., $42.25

Time-Saver Standards for Architectural Design, 6/e by J. Callender
56-635 Pub. P., $80.00 Club P., $61.50

Architectural and Interior Models, 2/e by S. Hohenauer
583182-2 Pub. P., $29.95 Club P., $19.95

Apartments, Townhouses, and Condominiums, 3/e by Architectural Record
525-565 Pub. P., $43.50 Club P., $33.95

Building Additions Design by D. R. Dibner & A. Dibner-Dunlap
167/163 Pub. P., $41.50 Club P., $31.85

Time-Saver Standards for Building Types, 2/e by J. DeChiarra & J. Callender
162/164 Pub. P., $82.50 Club P., $62.50

Design Presentation Techniques for Marketing and Project Proposal by E. E. Burden
588-318 Pub. P., $48.00 Club P., $35.50

Structures for Architects, 2/e by B. S. Benjamin
583172-2 Pub. P., $57.50 Club P., $47.95

Award-Winning Passive Solar House Design by J. Cook
574/578 Pub. P., $37.50 Club P., $26.95

Time-Saver Standards for Site Planning, 2/e by J. DeChiarra & L. Koppelman
162/162 Pub. P., $79.00 Club P., $59.00

Atrium Buildings: Development and Design by R. Saxon
582918-4 Pub. P., $54.95 Club P., $39.95

More Houses Architects Design for Themselves, 2/e by Architectural Record
023/364 Pub. P., $45.50 Club P., $35.75

Color Drawing by M. Doyle
582346-6 Pub. P., $39.95 Club P., $26.50

Interior Spaces Designed by Architects, 2/e by Architectural Record
023/349 Pub. P., $45.50 Club P., $33.50

Time-Saver Standards for Residential Development by J. DeChiarra
162/174 Pub. P., $82.50 Club P., $59.95

The Professional Handbook of Architectural Working Drawings by O. Wakita & R. M. Linde
582271-4 Pub. P., $49.95 Club P., $37.25

Standard Handbook for Civil Engineers, 3/e by F. S. Merritt
415/153 Pub. P., $89.50 Club P., $64.50

Designing Your Client’s House by A. DeVico
587902-0 Pub. P., $77.50 Club P., $57.50

Store Fronts and Facades by M. M. Pegler
583298-4 Pub. P., $39.95 Club P., $31.95

The New Atrium by M. J. Bednar
063/706 Pub. P., $37.50 Club P., $28.00

283/660 Pub. P., $19.95 Club P., $14.95

Architectural Rendering by E. D. Levinson
374/378 Pub. P., $24.85 Club P., $17.95

A Building Code Primer by W. H. Corriveau
137/178 Pub. P., $25.00 Club P., $18.95

Why you should join now!
Best and newest books in your field – Books are selected from a wide range of publishers by expert editors and consultants to give you continuing access to the best and latest books in your field.
Big Savings – Build your library and save money too! Savings ranging up to 40% or more off publishers’ list prices – usually 20% to 25%

BONUS BOOKS – You will immediately begin to participate in our Bonus Book Plan that allows you savings of up to 70% off the publishers’ prices of many professional and general interest books!

Convenience – 12-14 times a year (about once every 3-4 weeks) you receive the club bulletin free. It fully describes the Main Selection and alternate selections. A dated reply card is included. If you want the Main Selection, you simply select it. If you want an alternative selection—or no book at all—you simply indicate it on the Reply Card return it by the due date specified. You will have at least 10 days to decide. If, because of late delivery of the bulletin you receive a Main Selection you do not want, you may return it for credit at the Club’s expense.

As a Club Member you agree to purchase the 3 books (including your first selection) during your first year of membership. Membership may be discontinued, by either you or the Club at any time after you have purchased the first selection plus 2 additional books.

Fill out the card and mail today! If the card is missing, write to: Architects' Book Club
P.O. Box 582, Hightstown, NJ 08520-9959

From McGraw-Hill... the Book Club for the professional architect
Join the Architects' Book Club®

Get the competitive edge with the newest and the best information in your field... with books from all the leading publishers.
To give everyone a view of the lake, the building shape had to repeat itself. So Pella was chosen to say “quality” over and over.

The people of Excelsior, Minnesota, have long held a sentimental attachment to a historic parcel of land on the shore of Lake Minnetonka. That's why they made waves any time anyone proposed to develop it. And now — where streetcars from Minneapolis dropped vacationers from around the world, where a landmark amusement park had stood — stands Excelsior Bay Gables.

Miller Hanson Westerbeck Bell Architects have succeeded admirably in recalling the excitement, texture and scale of the community's past in this luxury condominium development. For this upscale market and this beloved site, nothing but the best would do. And that meant Pella Windows and Doors. Through double-hung bay windows and sliding glass doors, each of the 52 units is afforded equal orientation to the lake.

The creative interlocking of dwellings resembles a New England fishing village in its traditional materials, forms and colors. While reminiscent of grand old Excelsior resort hotels, mass is broken into a residential scale that is sympathetic with this quaint community of wood frame houses.

**Pella standard and custom windows and doors.**

Pella offers a range of standard and custom windows to suit almost any new or retrofit project, with a variety of glazing and shading options. At the Gables, Pella Double-Hung Windows are arranged in bays, while custom Pella are springline quarter circle windows light up third story lofts.

Here, custom height Pella Sliding Glass Doors help hold in the heat from fin/tube radiation below the sill. The sliding door panel is mounted to the outside, so the harder the north wind blows off the lake, the tighter the weatherstripping seals. Pella doors are among the industry's best performers for air and water infiltration, so there will be no damp carpeting under the grand pianos at the Gables. And those doors offer excellent security, either locked closed or open about three inches for ventilation.

**Pella says quality in custom colors.**

MHWB specified Pella Clad Windows and Doors for the Gables. No matter what color a project calls for, Pella's low-maintenance, aluminum cladding with baked enameled finish assures exceptional color stability, resistance to chemical attack, chalking, erosion, chipping, peeling and cracking.

Pella's warm wood interiors enhance the traditional feel at the Gables. And removable wood muntins and pivoting sash make Pella Double-Hung Windows easy to wash from indoors.

Your Pella distributor can tell you more about it. For information, look for Pella in the Yellow Pages under "Windows", call Sweet's BUYLINE or see Sweet's General Building File. Or, send the coupon below.

---

**Pella. The significant difference in windows and doors.**

Excelsior Bay Gables Condominiums
Excelsior, Minnesota

Developer: Keewaydin Development Group, Inc.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Architect: Miller Hanson Westerbeck Bell Architects, Inc.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Contractor: John Lambin Construction Company
Excelsior, Minnesota

---

*Please send me the latest literature on Pella for replacement and new construction.*

Name ____________________________

Firm ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City ____________________________

State ____________________________ Zip __________

Telephone ____________________________

**This coupon answered in 24 hours.**

Mail to: Pella Windows and Doors, Commercial Division, Dept. T3167, 100 Main Street, Pella, IA 50219. Also available throughout Canada. ©1986 Pulte screen Co.
Welcome in the Year 2000.

Welcome to the lobby of next year or the next century. It’s a space made possible by the drama of American Olean quarry tile. That’s right, quarry tile. Creating the startling new environment you see here with just one wonderful type of tile. Imagine the possibilities for experimentation and creation that our entire quarry line offers—with the broadest range of colors, shapes, sizes and textures in the industry.
You’ll welcome the way our quarry tile can help change the way you see a space. For information on our quarry tile line or our full ceramic tile line, write American Olean Tile Company, 3364 Cannon Avenue, Lansdale, PA 19446-0271. Or call (215) 855-1111.

© 1987, American Olean Tile Company

Tile shown: Shadow Gray Quarry Naturals®
Cadet Grey Grout
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Touch the future with American Olean
A keen eye for detail and a deft hand for expression provide Joseph Voelker of Springfield, Pa., with a mastery of pen-and-ink rendering of his subjects — particularly architectural subjects. Artist Voelker's pen is the Rapidograph® technical pen with tubular nibs that allow the artist to stroke in virtually any direction on the drawing surface, much the same way a pencil is used. This is the great advantage of the Rapidograph® pen over conventional pens, such as the crow quill and fountain pen which, for the most part, cannot be stroked up—against a paper grain.

This versatility of movement in pen-and-ink drawing contributes to faster completion of drawings, which might account for artist Voelker's prolific nature: In addition to his commercial and graphic arts output, he has created a series of fine-art drawings of famous and historical landmarks in and around the environs of Philadelphia, of which these illustrations are only a few.

Rapidograph® renderings present your architectural designs in the clearest possible... good ideas translate into exciting visuals. These drawings Voelker are examples of precision interpretations which can be presented for any project — a restoration, a new building, a modern highrise, a neoclassic structure, and so on. Such drawings have a free-hand abandon or be developed with minuscule refinement to highlight details in photographic blowups.

The tubular nib is available in 13 widths. Just the weight of the pen its own and the handhold to keep the pen even provide a consistent ink laydown. The designer, drafter or artist has only to guide the pen with an easy, non-fatigue hold. The patented dry, double-seal device keeps ink throughout the balanced ink flow system ready for instant startup, contributing to optimum drawing time. Refillable ink cartridge also helps keep productivity high. The Rapidograph® is designed for use with carbon-black India drawing inks that dry waterproof and smear-proof, allowing the artist to enhance drawings with other media such as colored drawing ink and watercolor washes, or even pastels and colored pencils.

Look for the Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph® on the pen to be sure of the dependability and ease of performance that make the Rapidograph® pen the most widely used technical pen in the United States and Canada.
Single pens and pen sets are available. Ask your dealer or send the coupon for details: Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph Inc., 100 North St., Bloomsbury, NJ 08804 (201) 479-4124. In Canada: 1815 Meyerside Dr., Mississauga, Ont. L5T 1G3 (416) 671-0696.

Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph, Inc., 100 North St., Bloomsbury, N.J. 08804
In Canada: 1815 Meyerside Dr., Mississauga, Ont. L5T 1G3

Please send complimentary Catalog "E" describing Rapidograph technical pens, Koh-I-Noor inks and other artist materials.

Please send me the names of Koh-I-Noor dealers in my area.

Name (Please print or type)

Company Name (If the following is a business address)

Number and Street, R.D. and Box, etc.

City State Zip
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Haven-Busch can go to any length to make your dream a reality.

Sunbilt Creative Sunrooms are architectural additions, designed and built to last by an affiliate of J. Sussman, Inc., a highly regarded, internationally renowned company known for quality and integrity for over 80 years. Service, Cooperation, Delivery and above all QUALITY are the hallmarks of Sunbilt Solar Products by Sussman. Specify Sunbilt for trouble-free glass enclosures that meet or exceed snow and wind load code requirements. Don't settle for anything but the best — Sunbilt.

Write or call for a FREE color catalog.

SUNBILT DEALERSHIPS AVAILABLE
See us in Sweets — sec. 13125/SUS

*Trademark of Dow Chemical Company

Just add roofing to
TECTUM III
and you're finished outside and inside!

TECTUM SOLVING THE TOUGH PROBLEMS IN MORE THAN ONE WAY
TECTUM INC., P.O. Box 920, Newark, OH 43055 614/345-9691

FREE BROCHURE
The measure of a space frame supplier is the ability to go the distance on your construction project. Your special needs can be met precisely, on time, with outstanding service. Space framing is available in any span using Space Deck or Nodus frames. Custom designs for any project are also available. Additional steel support framing can be fabricated by Haven-Busch, eliminating the headache of juggling too many suppliers and subcontractors. Haven-Busch provides you with budget studies and a single source for design through construction. We can go to any length to provide you with engineering, quality and performance in space frames.

For more information, contact us at Haven-Busch Company, 3443 Chicago Drive, S.W., Grandville, Michigan 49418 / (616) 532-3641 / Telex 292-879 / Telecopy 532-7585
SETTLING FOR A TABLET CAN BE A SIZEABLE MISTAKE

A sizeable mistake because a sonic digitizer from Science Accessories will give you more active area than any comparably priced tablet. And, due to its unique technology, it doesn’t restrict you to one specialized work surface. Now with the GP-7 Mark II you really have room to work. Its active area has been increased to 26" x 20" ($1315.00). This new model, along with the GP-8 ($3175.00) with active area up to 60" x 72" — the large format digitizing champ, are both IBM-PC compatible. So don’t settle for digitizing on a postage stamp; open up your work area with a Science Accessories’ sonic digitizer.

All our digitizers, including the three-dimensional model GP-8-3D, come complete with stylus or cursor and power supply. Every model features RS-232 as standard output (parallel and 2-way communications and .005 resolution optional). OEM versions available. Ask about “Easy Digit” start-up software. Directly supported by AutoCAD.

For more information, call Skip Cleveland (203) 255-1526. Ask for your free copy of “A Guide to Sonic Digitizers.”

SCIENCE ACCESSORIES CORPORATION
A Leader in Digitizer Technology since 1969
970 Kings Highway West • Southport, CT 06490 • (203) 255-1526 • Telex 964300
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That's what you will make at
Building Industries '87
Trade/Expo and Conference
June 12-13-14, 1987
Georgia World Congress Center
Atlanta, Georgia

A Major Building Industries Event
Exclusively For:
- Residential Builders
- Institutional Builders
- Multi Family Builders
- Renovators/Remodelers
- Commercial Builders
- Architects/Engineers
- Industrial Builders
- Industry Professionals

VIEW 300 INDUSTRIES EXHIBITS
HEAR IMPORTANT SEMINARS BY TOP INDUSTRY LEADERS
SPECIAL "SOUTHERN FRIED" KEYNOTE BREAKFAST WITH LEWIS GRIZZARD
Syndicated Columnist & Author

TAKE ONE MINUTE NOW
AND CALL FOR INFORMATION
Toll Free 1-800-843-3976
In GA Collect 404-993-5252

For complete information, contact
Building Industries Tradeshows
P.O. Box 1448
Roswell (Atlanta), GA 30077-1448
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For high performance and low maintenance in a commercial setting, the alternatives to a Marvin Magnum Tilt-Turn are somewhat limited. The only one we can recommend with absolute certainty is the one suggested above.

And even then there are drawbacks. A properly constructed wall may perform as well, but it certainly won't be nearly as beautiful.

THE WINDOW THAT SHATTERS COMMERCIAL STANDARDS.

When we tested a 48" x 64" Magnum Tilt-Turn, we found the results tested our imaginations. So we tested the window again. And again. Always with the same results:

- Air infiltration: .01 cfm @ 25 mph (.02 @ 50 mph). Ten times lower than the toughest proposed commercial standards. Wind loads: 200 mph positive pressure. 256 mph negative pressure.
- Water infiltration: 0 @ 66 mph.
- U values: as low as .22.
- R values: as high as 4.55.

A perfect design, superb materials and Marvin's meticulous craftsmanship make the Magnum Tilt-Turn the new commercial standard in windows.

SINGLE-MINDED QUALITY THAT OPENS TWO WAYS.

The Tilt-Turn swings into the room for cleaning. It also tilts in for ventilation. It's a technical feat other companies gladly let us perfect.

Because it took a commitment to quality. Every step of the way. From research and development, through start-up and on into full production.

We use only the best materials, starting with carefully selected western Ponderosa pine. Every piece is pressure treated with insecticide and water repellent solutions to protect against rot and decay.

And only the highest quality hardware will do. A window that performs this well must operate precisely.

Once we have a precise fit, we add a tight seal with weatherstripping that's welded at all four corners. We know of no window in production that's crafted as carefully as our Tilt-Turn.

QUALITY COMES STANDARD. NOW HERE ARE YOUR OPTIONS:

In addition to a beautiful standard unit, our Tilt-Turn comes in a Round Top...
Magnum line, you'll find a tilt-only hopper and an authentic double hung.

The Magnum line also gives you a wide range of application options. They're equally at home in high rise, low rise, renovation, new construction, hospitals, schools and office buildings. The only limitation is your imagination.

In glazings, your choices include 7/8" insulating, 1" insulating, solar bronze, solar gray, solar cool, Low-E or Low-E with Argon. And, for extra-low maintenance, you can specify a medium bronze cladding or Polycron.

WE'D LIKE TO OPEN A CONVERSATION.

We'd like to send you more information and give you the name of your nearest qualified Marvin Magnum distributor. Call us toll-free at 1-800-328-0268 (in Minnesota 1-612-854-1464). Or write Marvin Windows, 8043 24th Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420.

Because we think this is the best window you can specify. And because we engineered it to open your mind.
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MARVIN MAGNUMS
ENGINEERED TO OPEN THE MIND.
Introducing Summitmates. This newest addition to Summitville's mosaic tile line follows the old American tradition of excellence and quality.

Choose from 24 designer colors especially selected to match today's furnishings and accessories. Use them for a variety of applications including interior walls, countertops, residential floors, light duty commercial floors and customized baths. Coordinated colors create unlimited designs.

This red body, straight edged, natural clay tile is available in Bright, Crystal and Matte glazes and in three popular sizes. All tile is backmounted.

Best of all, Summitmates are ready for immediate delivery. No overseas calls or waiting for foreign shipments to arrive.

For additional information just contact your Summitville Distributor. See Sweets File 09300/SUM for a complete line of ceramic tile including custom colors, wall murals and decorative inserts.

Then choose your colors: Cherry Red, Frost White, Navy Blue or any of the other 21 Summitmates colors.
Assistant Director - Architecture - City Of Pittsburgh, Dept: Engineering And Construction - Salary: $41,002 Per Year - The City of Pittsburgh is seeking an experienced professional to plan, manage, coordinate, organize, and direct all phases of architectural design work of the City’s Capital Budget program. Bachelor’s degree in Architecture and at least eight years of professional architectural experience including at least two years of managing and supervising architectural personnel or an equiv. comb. of ed. and exp. required. Must be a current Registered Architect at time of filing application/resume and obtain Commonwealth of PA registration upon appointment. Valid Class 1 PA driver’s license must be presented prior to appointment. Disability waivers for driver’s license may be considered. The candidate must be or become a City of Pgh. resident prior to appointment. Resume required with application. Application and at least one letter of inf. available until filing deadline 2/27/87 at: The City Of Pittsburgh, Dept: Engineering And Construction, Fourth Floor, City County Building, Pittsburgh, PA 15219, 412-255-2170 EEO M/F/H.

Architectural Designer/CAD - Research, develop and implement CAD system in architectural firm. Train personnel in CAD operation. Responsible for all aspects of CAD operation, including database, applications and facility management. Responsible for conceptual design, design development and preparation of construction documentation for various projects including new construction and expansion. Projects include shopping malls, retail outlets, commercial and multi-family residential buildings. Requirements: Masters Degree with major field of study in architecture with a minimum of three computer based master level courses and one year experience in the offered position. Experience must include one major project involving retail outlets in shopping malls. 40 hours per week with variable overtime. 9:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. $1,500 per year. Submit resume to: Illinois Job Service, 401 South State Street, 3 South, Chicago, Illinois 60605. Attention: Robert S. Felton. Reference No. V-II 6265-I. An employer paid ad.

Project Manager, to research, develop, design and coordinate interior and structural architecture and planning projects with engineering firm specializing in structural projects; Onsite supervision of contractors and trades and review structural and planning elements of work including grading, surveying and drainage; consultation with clients and preparation of reports; supervise office staff and work distribution and procedures. Responsible for government funded projects. Masters degree in Architecture required with at least one year experience in job offered or one experience as Building-Construction Inspector or Interior Designer. Must have experience in both architectural structures (2 courses) and materials and construction (1 course); One planning course on grading and drainage. 40 hrs. M/F, 9:00-5:30, $400/wk, overtime as needed at $10/hr. Send resumes and social security numbers to: Illinois Job Service, 401 South State, 3 South, Chicago, Illinois 60605, Attn: Robert S. Felton, Ref # V-II 6271 F, An Employer Paid Ad.

Immediate Opening: Architect to provide professional services in research, design and development of construction and operation of real property. Must have Engineering capability including but not limited to knowledge of structural design, plumbing, electrical and air conditioning and model making. Must have proven knowledge in providing information for contractor's specifications, materials, equipment, costs estimates and construction scheduling for project completion. Minimum 2 years verifiable experience required, with resume. Successful applicant must have B.A. Degree in Architecture. Salary $24,000.00 per annum. Hours: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. - 40 hours per week. Send resume to: Job Service of Florida, 385 E. Broward Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301. Attention Job Order Number S201920.

FACULTY POSITIONS VACANT

Department of Architecture
College of Architecture, Art & Planning
Position: Assistant, Associate, or Professor of Architectural Technology
The Department of Architecture is seeking candidates at the Assistant, Associate, or Professor level for positions in the technology area of the curriculum. Candidates should have the ability to contribute to the undergraduate and graduate programs and should be qualified to teach in at least two of the following areas: architectural structures, construction technology, site planning, lighting and acoustics, energy analysis and thermal design. Positions require collaboration with design faculty in studio instruction. Appointments will include previous teaching experience; professional degrees at the graduate level; experience in theoretical or applied computer methods, including computer graphics; professional experience and research in the architectural field. Academic scholarship and teaching are obligations of this position. Rank and salary are commensurate with experience.

Chairman Jerry A. Wells
Department of Architecture
143 East Sibley Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14853-6701

Cornell University is an Equal Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer.

TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS

Address separate envelopes (smaller than 11" x 5") for each reply to:

Box Number (As indicated)
Classified Advertising Center
Architectural Record
Post Office Box 900, NY 10020

RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Faculty Position in: FRESHMAN FOUNDATIONS

Full-time beginning September 1, 1987. Prepare undergraduate students for professional study in the areas of architecture, design, and fine arts. Responsibilities include studio instruction in 3-dimensional design and student counseling. Qualifications: MFA or combined teaching and professional equivalent. Professional achievement of college teaching related to architecture or industrial design preferred. Rank: Assistant or Associate Professor. Salary: Negotiable. Submit application letter, resume, slides of professional and/or students’ work and 3 letters of reference by February 28, 1987 to: Bill Newkirk, Chair of the Search Committee. Code AR, Rhode Island School of Design, 2 College Street, Providence, R.I. 02902. RISD is an equal opportunity employer.

POSITIONS VACANT

Architects - $25,000-75,000 Group One Search Executive Architectural Recruiters. Key positions nationwide at all levels with Regional & National firms. Experience in research, development, health care, commercial, criminal justice, retail, educational, institutional, multi-family and residential projects. Highly confidential. No fee. Include salary requirements. 4917 Ereh Hines Road, Suite 103, Tampa, FL 33624, (813) 969-0544.

INTERIOR DESIGN/ARCHITECTURE

The Marriott Corporation, located in Bethesda, Maryland, is looking for Interior Designers/Architects.

Qualified applicants must have experience on commercial projects, preferably in the food service and/or hotel industry. Capabilities should include mill work detailing, project coordination and construction documentation. A degree in Interior Design or Architecture preferred. A portfolio illustrating the above qualifications is required.

We offer a competitive salary and comprehensive benefit program. If your background includes these qualifications, send your resume, including Salary History, to: Marriott Corporation, Dept. 222-KOB, Marriott Design, Washington, DC 20058. If unable to send resume please leave message at (301) 493-2220. All inquiries will be held confidential.

Marriott
corporation®

An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f
AreaCalc
A meets and bounds area calculation program for your IBM PC or compatible microcomputer. Calculates the area of any region that can be described using straight lines and/or arcs. AreaCalc is only $95.00 plus shipping.

Arthur Mazuca & Associates
Department AR
5534 Needville Drive
San Antonio, Texas 78233-4479
512-650-5400

The HARMONY CAD software transforms AutoCAD (tm) into a turn-key A/E drafting system. Exceptional user friendly in producing working drawings from wood to steel structures, with M/P/E, presentation graphics & COGO ability Req's AutoCAD 2.18/2.5 ADE 1, 2 & 3 + IBM XT/AT/compat.
HARMONY CAD...$1000.00 Demo Disk...$50.00
RYLW Architecture
(602) 371-0173
9236 N. 16th Pl.
Phoenix, Arizona 85020

SUPER ACCURATE
ESTIMATING WITH
THE INDUSTRY'S
MOST EXTENSIVE
COMPUTER DATA BASE
IS NOW AS EASY AS:

1, 2, 3.

1. Your terminal
2. Your phone
3. The Dodge Data Base

• Costs for 25,000 building components
• Precise labor costs/time estimates
• Cost adjustments for 700 zip codes

Now you can do Conceptual Budget Analyses and Preliminary Design Estimates in minutes.

FOR LINK UP BY NEXT WEEK, CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-257-5295
(in N.J. 1-609-426-7300.)

Cost Information Systems
McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company

Advertise your software for only $147.35
Per Inch
Ilene Fader
212/512-2984

ATTENTION:
COMPUTER SOFTWARE

TALIESIN SEMINARS

SEMINARS

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE - M. ARCH. II
in FLORENCE

A TWO SEMESTER PROGRAM
in design, including courses in history and theory
is open to qualified students with a first profes-
sional degree in architecture. Program begins with
three weeks in Syracuse, New York followed by
two semesters in Florence, Italy.

Faculty: Syracuse University faculty and
distinguished critics and historians.

For information contact:
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
School of Architecture
103 Slocum Hall
Syracuse, NY 13244

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

March 21, 1987 Seminar theme: BUILDING FOR
THE WORK PLACE: A New Sense of Com-
munity. One day program for professionals,
artists and lay persons. Frank Lloyd Wright
Foundation, Taliesin West, Scottsdale, Arizona
85261. Fee. CEU credits. Reservations and
further information contact Richard Carney
602-980-2700.

SPECIAL SERVICES

ARCHITECT WITH M.Arch. - 36 - experienced Busi-
ness Manager seeking a business/marketing
management position with a professional design
firm. Good communication, design and tech-
nical skills. Presently located in Northwest. Will
relocate. Reply PW-6668, Architectural Record.

POSITIONS WANTED

ARCHITECT WITH M.Arch. - 36 - experienced Busi-
ness Manager seeking a business/marketing
management position with a professional design
firm. Good communication, design and tech-
nical skills. Presently located in Northwest. Will
relocate. Reply PW-6668, Architectural Record.

MATERIALS FOR SALE

Wanted: Photographs or perspective render-
ing houses that can be made available for pla-
sale. 500,000 circulation offers good royalty to
architect. Write Country Living Magazine, Bo-
622, Princeton, New Jersey 08540, 609/924-
9655.

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
February 1987
Michael Latas & Associates, Executive Search and Professional Recruiting Consultants, Specialists in the architectural and engineering fields. Operating nationally, inquiries held in the strictest of confidence. 1311 Lindbergh Plaza Center, St. Louis, Missouri 63132; (314) 993-6500.

FACULTY POSITIONS VACANT

Ferris State College, Architectural Technology
Open March, 1987. Responsibility for courses in basic drafting, architectural presentation, working drawings and related subjects in established associate degree program. Assist in development of baccalaureate programming in Facility Management. Professional degree in Architecture with architectural office experience essential. Familiarity with systems drafting, and an interest in computer graphics desirable. Information and application instructions may be obtained from James B. Shane, AIA-Head, Construction Department, Ferris State College, Big Rapids, MI 49307, (616) 796-0461 Ex. 3763. Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer. FSC is a major Michigan State College and is located in the heart of a year round recreational and scenic area, an hours drive north of the state's second largest city.

Roger Williams College, Architecture Division, seeks applications for a teaching position in its Bachelor of Architecture program starting August 1987. The College campus is located on Mount Hope Bay in Bristol, 15 miles from Providence, Rhode Island. The new Architecture building (design selected through a national design competition) is under construction and expected to be ready for occupancy in April 1987. Position Description: Undergraduate professional instruction with primary responsibility for teaching an architectural design studio and one other course eg. History / Theory / Urban Design, Technology. Masters in Architecture or equivalent required. Prefer person with teaching and practice experience. Salary negotiable based on qualifications. Send letter of application, including curriculum vitae, selected examples of design work and/or research/publication, names and addresses and telephone numbers of three references to: Raj Saksena, AIA, Director, Architecture Division, Roger Williams, College, Bristol, RI 02809. Closing date is March 15, 1987. Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

POSITIONS WANTED


BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale — 30 year established medium-sized Florida West Coast architectural firm. Yearly gross fees in excess of $1 million. Owner wishes to retire, staff will remain. Reply to: BO-6656, Architectural Record.

REAL ESTATE

Sublet — From Manhattan Architect 4-10 fully furnished work stations and large private office on high, single tenant floor with wrap-around views and light, share conference, receptionist and all other amenities. Call Robert Zimmerman (212) 627-1550.

SPECIAL SERVICES


MATERIALS WANTED

Manuscripts Wanted — Publisher seeks authors to prepare review books for architect and contractor licensing examinations. Advances and royalties paid by Professional Publications, Inc., PO Box 199, San Carlos, CA 94070 (415) 593-9119.

CALL IN

YOUR

CLASSIFIED

ADS

212/512-2556

For your convenience in locating building materials and other products shown in this month's feature articles, RECORD has asked the architects to identify the products specified.

Pages 110-119

Los Angeles County Museum
Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates


Pages 120-125

Prime House, Philadelphia Zoo
Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown
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What Do These Prestigious Buildings Have In Common?

**FORDHAM UNIVERSITY**

Lincoln Square of Fordham University
New York, NY
Architect: The Perkins & Will Partnership

**CARPENTER CENTER, HARVARD UNIV.**

Carpenter Center For The Visual Arts
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Architect: Le Corbusier

**SEALED WITH POLYSULFIDE 1965**

**SEALED WITH POLYSULFIDE 1963**

**UNITED AIRLINES HEADQUARTERS**

United Airlines Headquarters
Libertyville, Illinois

**SEALED WITH POLYSULFIDE 1966**

To find out about other prestigious buildings that have been sealed for more than 15 years with Morton Thiokol LP+ polysulfide base sealant, send for your copy of "It All Started Here".

Morton Thiokol, Inc.
Morton Chemical Division
Mkt. Comm. Dept AR
CN 5305
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Circle 97 on inquiry card
Koppers Rx® Insulation

RETAINS ITS "R" VALUE INTO THE 21ST CENTURY

For the first time ever, a foam plastic insulation is guaranteed to retain its "R" value for 20 years. Our 8.3 "aged" "R" value per inch is the best in the industry.

Koppers Rx Insulation will not lose "R" value over time. Koppers Rx is a rigid, thermally efficient closed cell phenolic foam board insulation, providing superior long-lasting energy efficiency.

Rx Insulation is the best value in roofing, wall and ceiling insulation today...tomorrow...and into the 21st century. Koppers guarantees it!

The Koppers Guarantee

If the "R" value of Koppers Rx phenolic Insulation fails to meet our published specifications—anytime within 20 years of installation—Koppers will pay the resulting difference in heating and cooling costs! See warranty for conditions and details.

Are you getting the long-term "R" value you specified?

The standards of the Roof Insulation Committee of the Thermal Insulation Manufacturers Association (RIC/TIMA) require an evaluation period of 6-months for determination of "aged" "R" values of foam plastic insulations. The Midwest Roofing Contractors Association has sponsored recent studies which conclude that the RIC/TIMA 6-month room temperature "aged" "R" values claims...are not realistic to use as the basis for the design of 10 to 20-year roof life.” (See RSI Magazine article, July 1986, p. 38).

Koppers Rx goes much further than the standard 6-month "aged" "R" value rating, guaranteeing its high in-service "R" value into the 21st century.

Other Rx Advantages

Specifying Koppers Rx phenolic foam will provide you with much more than superior, long-lasting energy efficiency. For instance:

- Rx Insulation is the only plastic foam insulation product on the market which passed one, one-and-a-half, and two-hour UL fire resistive tests when the insulation was directly applied over a protected metal deck. Also, Rx has low smoke-developed and flame-spread ratings.
- Rx Insulation is non-corrosive.
- Rx Insulation is dimensionally stable and exceeds the industry standards.

To learn more about Koppers unprecedented 20-year guarantee, call 800-558-2706 or write:

Koppers Company, Inc.
Dept. #58H-8
Pittsburgh, PA 15219

KOPPERS

The 21st Century Insulation

WE GUARANTEE IT!
Get the most reliable source for vertical transportation planning. The 1987 Sweet's Planning Guide is now available from Montgomery Elevator Company.

Look for us under Sweet's code number 14200/MON
COPPER COMES OF AGE

Copper comes of age! Alumax offers a wide range of simulated copper coatings. The selection includes Metallic Copper (non-ageing), Ageing Copper, Pre-Aged Copper, Patina Green and 16 oz. Pure Copper. Call or write today for complete specifications.

MADE TO LAST. GUARANTEED TO PROVE IT.

ALUMAX
BUILDING SPECIALTIES DIVISION
P.O. Box 163 • 227 Town East Blvd.
Mesquite, Texas 75149 • (214) 285-8811
Refer to Sweet's 07410/ALU

Circle 100 on inquiry card
New horizons in wall base

Introducing Series 300 Vinyl Wall Base and Series 700 Rubber Wall Base. They look extraordinary from the start and stay that way.

Unique in formulation and process technology, they offer improved resistance to scratches, scuffs and stress whitening. The precision designed profile helps make flawless installations. A newly designed color palette coordinates with today's interior decors as well as VPI Solid Vinyl Tile.

Series 300 Vinyl and Series 700 Rubber Wall Base. Two more innovative answers from VPI.

Innovative Answers to Your Flooring Needs

Floor Products Division
3123 South 9th Street, P.O. Box 451
Sheboygan, WI 53082 U.S.A.
Telephone 414-458-4664 • Telex 910-264-3891
Circle 101 on inquiry card
You loved the book. Now send for the disk.

Thousands of architects and specifiers have already requested Monsanto's free *Acoustical Glazing Design Guide*, the most up-to-date, comprehensive collection of data on acoustical glazings ever assembled.

Now an interactive computer program makes this data more accurate and even easier to use. After you feed in your exact type of exterior noise source and specific wall configuration, the program helps you select from over 40 laminated, monolithic and air-spaced glazing configurations the one which best meets your interior noise criterion.

The program works on all IBM PC and IBM PC-compatible computers. And best of all, it's free.

If you loved the book, or even if you haven't read it yet, send for the disk. Call 1-800-325-4330, return the coupon below or write to Monsanto Company, Dept. 204, 800 N. Lindbergh Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63167. Circle 102 on inquiry card
The International World of Lighting

COMBINING THEORY AND PRACTICE, PRODUCT AND APPLICATION, DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION.

May 11, 12, & 13, 1987
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center
New York City

EXHIBITS: FIXTURES • CONTROLS SOURCES • SWITCHING/DIMMING FLOODLIGHTING • SECURITY • FIBER OPTICS RETROFIT/CONVERSION • THEATRICAL TRACK • TASK • LANDSCAPE • DECORATIVE SEMINARS: PHOTOMETRICS • COLOR & PERCEPTION • OFFICE & RETAIL DESIGN FIXTURE DESIGN • CONTROLS • FIBER OPTICS HEALTH & PSYCHOLOGY • LANDSCAPES FACADES • MUSEUMS • INDUSTRIAL • HOW TO/WHAT NOT TO • MARKETING

LIGHTING WORLD INTERNATIONAL

The Largest Architectural Lighting Exhibition and Conference in the US

SPONSORS
International Association of Lighting Designers
Illuminating Engineering Society of North America
New York Section of the Illuminating Engineering Society

For further information contact —
National Expositions Co., Inc.
49 W. 38 Street, New York, NY 10018
(212) 391-9111 Telex 135401 dimcomm Fax (212) 819

Circle 103 on inquiry card
Streamline your office

with a Tandy® 3000 HD multiuser system.

Multiuser efficiency
The Tandy 3000 HD is your key to total office automation. That’s because it’s designed to use the XENIX® System V multiuser operating system. With low-cost display terminals, a total of six users can share the power of the 3000 HD—allowing each to work independently on such projects as accounting, word processing and electronic filing.

Outperforms IBM®
... for less
The Tandy 3000 HD is compatible with the IBM PC/AT®—yet it offers greater hard disk storage (40 megabytes vs. the PC/AT’s 30), and is priced at only $4299 (vs. $5295 for the PC/AT®).

Advanced 286 technology
Based on the 16-bit Intel® 80286 microprocessor, the Tandy 3000 HD operates at 8 MHz for high-speed performance. The 3000 HD features 640K main memory and a high-capacity 5 1/4” disk drive that reads both 1.2 MB and 360K formats. This allows it to run either IBM® PC or PC/AT software.

Come in today!
The Tandy 3000 HD (25-4011) can improve the productivity in your office. Visit us today to see how streamlining can work for you.

TANDY COMPUTERS: In Business . . . for Business™

Available at over 1200
Radio Shack Computer Centers and at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers.

Radio Shack
COMPUTER CENTERS
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

*Based on IBM's price list as of April 2, 1986. Tandy 3000 HD price applies at Radio Shack Computer Centers and participating stores and dealers. Monitor, data terminals and XENIX not included. XENIX®Reg. TM Microsoft Corp. IBM and IBM PC/AT/®Reg. TM International Business Machines Corp.
ALPOLIC®

The Lightweight, Rigid, Bendable Composite Material

Alpolic combines beauty with superior flatness and easy workability. Used for exterior sheathing, display panels, sign boards and other applications, it resists weather and corrosion. Used for interior applications such as displays, it will enhance the beauty of your designs.

Alpolic is available in silver, light bronze, dark bronze, gold and black anodized finishes and painted in a range of colors.

MITSUBISHI CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES AMERICA INC. (MCIA)
100 Wade Avenue, South Plainfield, NJ 07080
Phone: 201-757-6900 • FAX: 201-757-6690
Circle 105 on inquiry card
The original roof began leaking right after its installation on the Special Events Center at the University of Utah, Salt Lake City.

Fiberglass insulation, a membrane and a top coating were applied over the asphalt shingles. Seven years later the combination of intense winter sunlight melting heavy snow on just parts of the roof had torn apart the coating, both vertically and horizontally. The roof deck began rotting.

The Overly metal batten roofing system is custom designed and engineered to withstand such rigors. It flexes with the building. We know the system works (we put the roof on the Mormon Tabernacle in 1949) and that's why we routinely offer a 30-year, leak-free limited warranty.

Overly makes the system in aluminum, copper or stainless steel for almost any configuration, retrofit or new.

Write for a copy of our new catalog, monograph and guide specification. They'll tell you the rest of the story.
Your client's roof can be the least of your worries.

A recent survey of building owners showed that "52% of all problems were roof-related...even though roofs represent only about 6% of construction costs."

So how can your client's roof be the least of your worries? Simple. Put an umbrella over it. This one, from DiversiTech General:

UPS
THE RIGHT DESIGN. You'll get a quality roofing system that's value-engineered for your building and budget.

UPS
CAREFUL INSTALLATION. With our help you'll have a responsible contractor — plus our step-by-step consultation and final on-site inspection.

UPS
DEPENDABLE WARRANTY. You'll get it promptly after final inspection, approval, and payment of the appropriate warranty fee.

UPS
SYSTEM RELIABILITY. You'll get a roof that can be the least of your worries because it meets our tough standards.

UPS
TIME SAVINGS. You'll get prompt service, wherever you are, from our national network of distributors, contractors, sales agents and company representatives.

A NAME YOU KNOW AND TRUST. You'll get a company with deep roots in rubber and polymer technology, broad experience in industrial products, and numerous patents in materials and design. We'll help you stop worrying about your client's roof. Call 1-800-443-4272.

DiversiTech General
A GenCorp Company
Building Systems Division
P.O. Box 875 Toledo, OH 43696-0875
Circle 107 on inquiry card
How to Go Shopping for CAD.

With personal computers becoming ever more powerful and affordable, there's never been a better time to look into the benefits of doing your design work on one. At Autodesk, we've put together a few guidelines to help make shopping for a system a little easier.

**Draw Up a Plan.**

First, consider the software. You don't want to spend months learning it (you've already spent enough time learning your profession). And you don't want to shell out a bundle, either.

Consider AutoCAD AEC™. The name stands for architecture, engineering, and construction, and it works in tandem with our industry-leading AutoCAD® package. Which itself has introduced computerized drafting to over 65,000 people.

Put AutoCAD AEC on your choice of more than 30 popular microcomputers, and you can set up an entire system that's well within your budget.

**One-Stop Shopping.**

Next, consider a system that gives you all the features that are important to your work. Starting with accuracy and speed.

With AEC, distances are dimensioned, and schedules generated, automatically.

Routine drafting is faster. Even the process of transmitting plans is speeded up, reducing overall project time.

Customization is important, too. So AEC makes it easy for you to create your own specialized symbols.

All of which results in less time spent on drudgery, and more time trying out new ideas.

Which, after all, is what good design is all about.

**The Value of a Name.**

There's a lot to be said for going with the leader in the field.

Like the comfort of knowing that nearly two out of three of your colleagues doing microcomputer AEC applications are using AutoCAD products. Or the confidence of knowing that most major architecture schools are teaching AutoCAD.

Or the security of knowing that with 70 authorized AutoCAD training centers across the country, there's sure to be one near you.

Want to see how AutoCAD AEC can help you? For a demonstration, just see your nearest AutoCAD dealer. Or call or write for the name of one in your area.

And see how easy shopping for CAD can be.

**AUTOCAD**

AUTODESK, INC.
2320 MARINSHIP WAY
SAUSALITO, CA 94965
(415) 331-0356
OR (800) 443-0100 EXT. 406
TELEX 275946 ACAD UD
Circle 108 on inquiry card

---

Plates for the Curtis-Madera Town Center were generated on AutoCAD AEC and provided courtesy of Feldman Associates Architects, Renssael Ingel Anderson, Developers: Bering & Corporation.

*TechPinners Sept. 1986*
Introducing Cordura® for upholstery.
Made tough to survive the corporate jungle.

Contract upholstery will never be the same, now that DuPont brings CORDURA® to the office. CORDURA® nylon has proved itself tough enough for backpacks and luggage, durable enough for hunting gear and boots.

It exceeds the standard Wyzenbeek Double Rub Abrasion Test by such a wide margin that an even more stringent Wyzenbeek Test had to be developed (see results at right).

And CORDURA is a soft touch indoors. We've given it a luxurious hand, a satisfying touch and a smart look that make the most of fabrics for contemporary or classic furniture.

Fabrics of CORDURA nylon are available in a whole range of colors, styles and weaves. In 1000/280 denier, or newer 2000/560 with an even softer surface.

For good looks with strong character, ask about CORDURA. Contact DuPont at (215) 855-7765, and let us give you samples, specifications and names of suppliers.

CORDURA. The survivor.

*Registered trademark of the DuPont Company for its air-textured, high-tenacity nylon fiber.
DuPont makes fiber, not fabric.

Circle 109 on inquiry card
Sales offices

Main Office
McGraw-Hill, Inc.
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020

Publisher
Ted Meredith (212) 512-4685

Administrative Asst.
Donna O'Reilly (212) 512-4686

Director of Business and Production
Joseph R. Wunk (212) 512-2793

Director of Marketing
Camille Padula (212) 512-3768

District Offices

Director of Sales/East
George Broskey
3 Parkway
Philadelphia, PA 19102
(215) 496-4965

Atlanta
4710 Ashford-Dunwoody Road
Atlanta, Georgia 30319
Gregory Boesermer (404) 252-0626

Boston
607 Boylston St.
Boston, Massachusetts 02116
Louis F. Kutscher (203) 968-7113

Chicago
645 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60611
Anthony Arnone, (312) 751-3765
Cheryl L. Shores, (312) 751-3765

Edward R. Novak, (312) 658-7133
ER&J Associates, Inc.
P.O. Box 348,
Algonquin, IL 60102

Cleveland
55 Public Square
Cleveland, Ohio 44113
George Gortz (216) 781-7000

Denver
7400 S. Alton Ct. Suite 111
Englewood, Colorado 80112
John J. Herman (903) 740-8933

Denver
4000 Town Center, Suite 770
Southfield, Michigan 48075
Thomas J. Shaw (213) 352-9760

Director of Sales/West
John W. Maisel
4000 Town Center, Suite 770
Southfield, MI 48075
(313) 552-9760

Houston
7600 W. Tidwell, Suite 500
Houston, Texas 77040
Lockwood Seager (713) 562-0757

Los Angeles
Media Sales Associates
22322 Peralta Drive
Laguna Hills, Calif. 92653
William W. Hague (714) 859-4448

New York
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020
Theodore C. Zempeluck (212) 512-2963

Philadelphia
Three Parkway
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102
Blair McClennchan (215) 596-1966

Pittsburgh
6 Gateway Center, Suite 215
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222
George Gortz (412) 397-3630

South San Francisco
455 Battery Street
San Francisco, California 94111
George Broskey (415) 496-1465
John J. Herman (415) 951-9704

Stamford
777 Long Ridge Road
Stamford, Connecticut 06902
Louis F. Kutscher (203) 968-7113

Cost Information Systems
Pereival E. Pereira
P.O. Box 28
Princeton, N.J. 08540
Toll Free 800/327-3285
N.J. (609) 426-7900

Tokyo
2-5, 3-chrome
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo, Japan

Overseas Offices

Frankfurt/Main
Elia-Brandstreu Str. 2
Frankfurt/Main, Germany

Sheffield
146 West St.
Sheffield St14ES, England

Milan
Via Baracchini No. 1
Milan, Italy

Paris
125, Faubourg St-Honoré
75008 Paris, France

South America
Empresa Internacional de Comunicacoes Ltda.
Rua da Consolacao, 222
Conjunto 103
01302 Sao Paulo, S.P. Brasil

You are invited to attend an Exhibit highlighting 20th Century Italian and international design and craftsmanship in stone.

Seminars on the use of stone in:
- Architecture, March 9, 5:00-7:00
- Interior Design, March 10, 5:00-7:00
- Preservation, March 11, 5:00-7:00
- Sculpture, March 14, 2:00-4:00

Moderators: Paul Goldberger, Beverly Russell, Norman Weiss, Patterson Sims

Special Events including city-wide discovery tours.

From Italy—for centuries, the guardian of stone building tradition and an innovator of stone design and technology—a unique 9-day exposition at:

The Park Building
206 Lafayette Street
New York, NY
12:00 pm to 4:00 pm daily

For seminar reservations:
The Italian Trade Commission
495 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10022
(212) 980-1500

Sponsors: Monte del Paschi di Siena, Banca Nazionale del Lavoro Spa, the regional governors of Lombardia, Toscana, Umbria, Latium, Piemonte, Puglia, Sardegna-Emilia, Sicilia, Abruzzo.

Circle 110 on inquiry card
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Skylight Insurance

with no fine print just fine lines and fine design from Ventarama!!

Type of Coverage
VENTARAMA'S unique molded edge outer dome of 1/8" acrylic leaves no seams or flexible sealants exposed to rain and ice. The thermoplastic acrylic, longest lasting clear plastic available today, is the seal.

Underlying Insurance
VENTARAMA'S 16 oz. copper flashing is designed with a rain gutter that keeps rain and ice melt out. This one piece flashing system is seamless to help prevent air infiltration. It installs in a fraction of the time it takes to put in a step flash or conventional flange flashing and it lasts — it's copper!

On pitched roofs, on flat roofs, as a roof window or a skylight — VENTARAMA gives you the insurance you need.

VENTILATING  FIXED  MOTORIZED

VENTARAMA® SKYLIGHTS
140 Cantiague Rock Road
Hicksville, New York 11801
Dept. AR27 • 516-931-0202

Circle 111 on inquiry card
Quality and Beauty, From Square One.

And that’s where it all begins with the versatile, easy to install Luxalon® Cell Ceiling System. Call for more information.

HunterDouglas
Architectural Products

P. O. Box 724568 • Atlanta, GA 30339
(404) 432-1364 • (800) 432-7462

To contact your nearest Hunter Douglas representative, call Sweet's Buyline (800) 447-1980.

Circle 112 on inquiry card
Deep-cut facets cast fascinating shadows. Any way you look at it, a Prisms ceiling is unique. Each panel has gentle-sloping prism designs that play with lights and shadows. Particularly effective in accent-lighted stores and restaurants, its exclusive design adds to the ambiance without overpowering the decor. Prisms comes in 2x2-foot mineral fiber panels. Fire-resistant. Acoustically rated. Installs in standard or narrow grids. For the newest in affordable designer ceilings, see our representative or write to USG Interiors, Inc., 101 S. Wacker Dr, Chicago, IL 60606-4385. Dept. AR287


Circle 113 on inquiry card